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Chairman’s Chat
Editorial

Well it’s another 30 page Epistle.
A massive thanks for all your
contributions. Keep them coming in. One of you sent me a
great article, that I am working
on how to serialise. That will
start in the next edition.
Also huge thanks to the very flattering emails some of you have
sent me.
It’s still a learning curve, so have
fun spotting the typos.
Covid-19 still dominates our
sport, or lack of it, as we become more adept at adapting.
Orienteering has persevered in
putting on events and due to it’s
solitary nature is perfect for socially distanced competition.
However “Lockdown 2” has
scuppered some events. Local
Authorities, United Utilities and
other landlords are not keen, it
seems, on allowing people onto
their land.
Immingham Urban seemed to be
worth the journey for those that
went. I can personally say Skipwith, back in August was excellent. MapRun has kept most of
EPOCs’ running mojos ticking
over. I know for a fact as soon as
we are able to travel, I’ll perhaps
be going further afield, Peak
Raid’s events look really good.
We have been lucky in securing
permission for two of this
month’s articles. A Nvii, shoe
review and a very interesting
article about the preparedness
of going for a run, walk or orienteer, well worth a read if like
me you are out and about on the
moors and fields of our bits of
West Yorkshire, especially solo.
All that remains is to wish you all
the Merriest of Christmases and
the Happiest of New Years we can
possibly have. May your runs be
blessed with sunlight.
November 2020 to January 2021

Well this isn’t a position I expected to find
myself in but life has a way of throwing
unexpected things our way and especially in
2020 it seems! So here I am writing my first
‘chat’ as the new Chairman of EPOC and I
haven’t even considered the political
correctness of whether I should be a Chairman,
Chairwoman, Chairperson, Chair or some
other term!
Since the last Epistle the 6 committee members
were able to meet on 10th September at the Pie
Hall in Denby Dale where there is a large
function room with adequate social distancing.
Usually the EPOC AGM would also happen in
September but this had to be arranged for 28th
October to allow sufficient time to inform club
members in line with the club constitution. It
had been hoped that covid restrictions would
reduce sufficiently to enable us to hold the
AGM at the same venue but this was not to be
and a virtual meeting was planned. However, in
the end a lot of club members expressed that
they would not log into a virtual meeting so
email communication was sent round the club
instead. Officer nominations were proposed
and seconded with no objections received and
the committee was elected by default.
During the end of Summer/early Autumn we
had a return to some level of normal events put
on by other clubs but with covid restrictions in
place. My experience of these events has been
entirely positive, the covid precautions are no
bother and due to the nature of orienteering I
have never felt unsafe at any event and have
never felt that I would be potentially putting
others at risk. Unfortunately, the Compass
Sport Final that we comfortably qualified for
back in March (that seems like a lifetime ago
now) could not happen however it has now
been confirmed that the clubs who qualified
will go straight to the final in 2021 and there
will be no qualifying rounds in 2021 due to
ongoing covid concerns. The JK in 2021 has
sadly already been cancelled but to date the
other major events in 2021 are scheduled to go
ahead as planned, except for the British Relays.
Disappointingly our scheduled annual
Christmas events (night event on Saturday 19th
December and day event on Sunday 20th) have
been cancelled as Wakefield Council would not
give permission to use Newmillerdam at this
time. Alternative options have been considered
but given the current covid situation we are
unlikely to get permission to use any of our
areas for a proper event.
Although EPOC has been unable to host any
proper events since the start of the pandemic,
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we have seen a continuation of our popular
and successful MapRun series thanks to the
hard work of Richard (organiser), James
(MapRun guru) and David (website
information, results and email correspondence)
as well as individual planners. To date we have
held 28 MapRun activities on 28 different areas
and recruited nearly 10 new members as a
result which is fantastic. As these activities
have proved so popular they will continue as
planned for the rest of series 3 and then a
further series will start immediately after to
enable everyone to continue to get their ‘fix’ of
orienteering at this time. Fortunately BO have
confirmed that MapRun is permitted to
continue under the current lockdown rules as
long as they are open for a minimum of 7 days.
All our MapRun activities will be open for a full
week from Saturday morning until Friday
evening with results published on Friday night
and of course all previous events, except
Frickley, are still open and can be run at any
other time anyway.
Moving into 2021 we have plans for a number
of events from Easter onwards when we hope
restrictions will be lighter and there is some
return to something a bit more ‘normal’. I was
reluctant to offer any events prior to Easter
given the current volatility of the covid
situation and the likely difficulties obtaining
permissions with a high risk of permission
being withdrawn or requirement to cancel an
event at late notice.
The committee will meet again soon be it
virtually, by email or however and we will be
considering how to resume our planned events
in 2021. As usual we will be looking for helpers
for these events. A lot of people have now had
some planning experience through MapRun
with lot of excellent courses planned by new
planners. Why not extend your skills by
planning one of our events in 2021? Help and
guidance will be on hand for anyone who
would like it.
It is also now time to renew club and BO
memberships for 2021 so don’t forget to do this
in good time. If you complete the online Event
Safety Workshop and/or have a valid First Aid
certificate then please let me know so this
information can also be included on your
membership record.
I hope you are all still managing to get outside
during these difficult times to get your fix of
exercise, be that MapRun, running, cycling or
walking.
See you out in the forest, hopefully sooner
rather than later.
Emma
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Epistle– Catching Features
Return to Orienteering - Update:

The bottom line is keep
an eye on the BO webIn England we are in Lockdown 2.
The use of Permanent Orienteering
site, Govt website, and
What this means for the sport is that Courses, Virtual Orienteering Courses
any clubs’ websites to
all “formal” events have been susand activities such as MapRun
pended. Many clubs have made the
events. All Virtual Orienteering Courses check what the state of
decision to cancel events or postpone and activities must be open for a mini- play actually is.
them to next year. The JK has been
mum of at least seven days, to reduce
When we return to the tier systemcancelled for 2021. The rules in Scot- the risk of overcrowding.
British Orienteering has created
land, Wales & Northern Ireland are
One-to-one outdoor orienteering
a matrix of activities to show which
different.
coaching.
orienteering activities are permitted
So what does it mean for us in
Wakie-lees-erdale?

Well certain orienteering activities
can still take place.

at each alert level, subject to landowner permission.

Mapping.
Local planning for future events.

The government guidance is that you
should look to reduce the number of
“Unsupported training activities on
journeys you make. Outdoor exercise
your own, with people you live with,
should be done locally wherever possiwithin your support bubble, or with one ble, but you can and should travel to do
person from another household if social so if necessary (for example, to access
distancing is maintained. These include an open space).
the use of training maps created by
British Orienteering’s ‘Get Active this
individuals or clubs.
Autumn’ campaign will continue.”

Mountaineering Scotland were involved in a scientific paper (yet to ne
peer reviewed) on the impact of
Covid 19 and its impact on mountain
sports, which is here. It’s basic finding
was, there was “...no evidence of anyone becoming infected with SARS-CoV-2
during outdoor mountain sports...”

British Orienteering Webinars

If you read your EPOC emails you
may be aware of the event safety
course that is on offer at the moment. (Details below). What you
might not be aware of, are the webinars that BO are offering.
On Tuesday 20 October 2020 a webinar on Sharing and Discussing Orienteering Experiences, “enabled 80
attendees from across the home countries to hear directly from club volunteers about their club experiences as
well as listen to the latest national
picture from British Orienteering presented by Natalie Weir and Ric GamThe 'Event
Safety Workshop' is a one
off course that
all event Organisers, Planners and Controllers must
complete. Usually this is a 'classroom'
session for a couple of hours but BO are
currently offering a FREE online version
until the end of December 2020 that
takes only about an hour to complete.
It would be great if as many EPOC mem-

ble “
A huge variety of topics was covered,
from, securing events, engaging non
orienteers and a lot about MapRunF.
The webinar is still there to watch on
YouTube. It’s worth a watch.

One club managed to get 2000 entries
over a period of 8 weeks to their
events, or 250 a week! All in a lockdown scenario! Wessex managed to
secure permission from the National
Trust, and had 218 entries at Studland
Heath.

https://youtu.be/leAMoskHUGk
bers as possible could complete this oncourse if they have not already done
one. There will be no pressure on anyone
to take on a key role at a future event
but it gives you the option should you
choose to do so in future. You may also learn something that is useful generally as a competitor or helper in a different
role. It has come to light however that
once you have done the course your BO
membership details do not automatically
update to show that you have completed
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the course.
Therefore, if you have done this course,
please can you email BO
at info@britishorienteering.org.uk to
advise them of this, provide your name
and BO number and ask them to update
your membership details to reflect this.
That way they can update your details to
show this as a qualification that will then
show up on your membership details.
Could you also let Emma or Jean know as
well please?
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Epistle– catching features
EPOC
Social Exercise

Calderdale Monday
Run and walk,
Wednesday Wrinklies Country
Run & Walk,
Friday Morning Bike Ride.
Due to current Covid restrictions and
limits on numbers, these social activities will not be taking place under the
auspices of EPOC. However that does
not mean that members can not make
arrangements between themselves to
go for a run, ride or walk provided government rules and guidelines are followed.

EPOC STRAVA Dan

Sutcliffe has set up an EPOC
Strava group for the club . He
says, “...it’s very new to me as
I’ve only really started to use it properly in
the last 4-5months and I’m still getting to
grips with it all.”
Members of both Strava and EPOC can join
and share their runs and activities through
the app. This can be done through smart
watches or through people’s phones. Dan
says, “Once I’ve learnt the ropes with advertising events on Strava hopefully it will
attract other like minded people to join us
at events and hopefully the club.” The link
is http://www.strava.com/clubs/EPOC. Or
alternatively search East Pennine
Orienteering Club on the app.

EPOC Giraffe Bandanas
Now available for only £6.00 direct from Jean

The Compass Sport
Trophy for 2020 has

Ideal for new members!

been both cancelled and
postponed.
Due to permissions being
withdrawn and unfortunately no new area found, a
pragmatic solutions have been drawn up.
The intention is for all those who qualified in 2020 will
go straight to the final in 2021. There will be no qualifying rounds in March. Whether the event takes place
then, we’ll just have to wait and see.

EPOC have joined a growing number
of orienteering clubs in joining the
NViiStr8 Club Scheme , which is free
for clubs to join with no minimum
order commitment. As some of you
will already be aware through other advertising,
NVii offer a range
of orienteering
shoes and Str8
sell compasses.
This equipment has been designed by
orienteers, for orienteers and the
UK distributor is Mary Fleming (SYO).

The way the scheme works
is that the club will be given
an order pad once a quarter
to take any orders. Any kit
ordered through the club
will qualify for a 10% discount and in addition to this
the club will receive 5%
cashback from NViiStr8. If
your shoes fall apart in between orders and you can't
wait for the next club order
then you can still order directly and
get a 10% discount as a member of
EPOC but the club won't get the cashback in these circumstances. Postage
has to be paid for all orders which is
approximately £5/pair of shoes but
becomes proportionally less when
more pairs are ordered and posted
together.

small supply of footwear in a range of
sizes (although not all sizes) that people could arrange to try on. Obviously
current restrictions are making this
more difficult
but SYO do
have a few
events coming
up (fingers
crossed) so it
may be possible to arrange
something with her for people to try
shoes if needed. Additionally she is
able to post out 'try out' shoes but
requires a £50 deposit/pair of shoes,
fully refunded when they are returned
and return postage would have to be
paid.

If you order shoes that end up not
fitting as required then there will be
The first order pad with links to cata- no problem with them being replaced,
logues were emailed out at the end of the only requirement would be that
October with a deadline of the 8th
you would pay return postage to send
November.
them back and the new pair would be
Mary is based in Sheffield and has a
sent out with free postage.
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Epistle
EPOC Events 2020-more details @ https://www.eastpennineoc.org.uk/
Also for other fixtures @ https://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/event_diary
Date

Event
Name

Level

Venue

Nearest
Town

Organiser

Planner

Controller

As with all events, all EPOC events are subject to government guidelines on Covid 19, and any protocols deemed by the
governing body, and /or the organisers. Please check before you travel in case the event is cancelled at the last minute.
November 2020

MapRun

Activities

Details on the
website

Fryston
Marsden
Halifax

TBC
Emily Thompson
Richard Payne

December 2020

MapRun

Activities

Details on the
website

Crofton
Golcar
Thornes Park
Halifax

Juliet Morgan
Rod Shaw
Megan Harrison
Neil Croasdal

January
2021

MapRun

Activities

Details on the
website

Birkby
Clayton West
Scapegoat
Netherton
Mirfield (TBC)

Jackie Page
Guy Goodair
Keith Sykes
Gilly Markham
Will Barraclough

Sat
19/12/20

YHOA Night
League

Regional

Newmillerdam

Wakefield

John Elliot

Gill

Ross

Emma
Harrison

Sun
20/12/20

Regional Event

Regional

Newmillerdam

Wakefield

John Elliot

Gill

Ross

Emma
Harrison

More to
follow in
Feb

Cancelled

Different NEW tops for 2020

Connor Smith in the new
O-tops
“Lightweight”
“Quick Dry”
“Printed”
When sufficient numbers are
interested in purchasing the
new O top, Dan will put another
bulk order. Contact Dan direct.
Details

I am now in a position to announce that we have a Club Shop
which members can personally buy kit from and have it delivered to their door. This is through our suppliers website where
you can purchase the Quarter Zip Tops ( Long Sleeve Winter/
Pre-Post Race Tops) and we also have an EPOC Gilet as well.
Please follow the link: https://www.zapkam.com/p/club-shops/
football/east-pennine-oc/ or alternatively you can go on Zapkam's Website and Click on club shop at the top of the home
page and the type 'Eas' into the search bar which will bring the
club page up. For more information contact Dan Sutcliffe :
d.sutcliffe89@gmail.com r Tel: 07411255946
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Epistle
Member Profile
Guy Goodair

Guy Goodair has been around a bit,
80 odd years! Like many of EPOC’s
stalwarts he’s done a few things, that
many of us younger members may
well be surprised about. He has always had time for younger newer
members giving out orienteering advice to anyone who asked. He even
sold the editor a pair of prototype
Norman Walsh’s Orienteering shoes!
(They were so stiff as to be unusable!)
His last sale possibly, a delightful multicolored patchwork fleece that bedecked a group of young EPOC members (now in their mid to late 20s!)

I have often heard you recounting
your stories of cross country running
in your youth. I was surprised to find
that you also took part in speed walking . What is your running background
Guy?
I joined Wakefield Harriers on April
Fools Day 1952 and from then on was
just an average cross country runner.
When I came out of the Army in 1957
we’d a good bunch of runners but I
mainly trained with John Grundy who
believed in long slow runs every
Sunday. John talked me into running the
Doncaster to Sheffield Marathon in 1958
(I was 21 years old) and I blew up
spectacularly after 20 miles to finish 67th
in 3:33:31.
John insisted I tried the Hull Marathon a
month later where I improved to
3:03:44, and then in the September I ran
the London to Brighton finishing last in
8:47:54, about three weeks after I’d tried

my first Fell race.
The Ben Nevis race! Harry Clayton,
Dave Smith, Brian Marsland and I went
up to the Ben Nevis Race. We walked to
the top on the Friday in army boots
then ran down. I managed to take all the
skin off my heels. The previous year
one runner, John Rix had died on the
course so we were warned before the
start that if we thought we couldn't
make the summit we should retire before I'd got to the Red Burn my feet
were a bloody mess so I chucked. However just after Achintee this photo (left)
was taken and the following day was in
a Scottish National newspaper with the
caption 'This year's Ben Race takes its
first victim'.
The fell running season was much
shorter in those days starting with
Pendle in early April and finishing early
October after the Four Lane Ends. In
1959 I ran the first of my seventeen
starts in the Three Peaks race. In those
days there was no set route and no
flagged sections that, together with
very small fields meant you could
quickly be running without another
runner in sight. That year I dropped out
before I got to Ribblehead. My best time
for the race is 3:22:44 set in 1974. I ran
the Ben Nevis another three times best
position being 15th in 2:01:17. Other
decent fell performances were 11th in
Burnsall fell race (15:59) and 5th in
Goatfell Race on Arran 1:25:25.
How did you get into speed walking?
It’s often regarded as a niche sport, a
bit like orienteering?
I was also doing road races but one of
our club members, Brian Marsland was
a very good race walker and in those
days there was a Northern Junior 10
miles Championship this was not by age
but you qualified as a ‘Junior’ if you’d
never placed in a Senior National Race
Walking Championship race. Brian was
keen to try and get a team of four to
enter – I said I would if he could find
another two willing to have a go, which
he did.
On the day of the race in Bradford it
had snowed heavily and even though
teams from Lancs WC and Leyland
Motors had made it over the Pennines
Sheffield United WC hadn’t come and at
the time they were one of the country’s
strongest clubs.
I think the race referee was scared to
start the race without them so
postponed it for a week. When it did
start I found no trouble in maintaining a
leading place I finished 2nd and we won
the team race. At the Northern Senior

November 2020 to January 2021
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68 Years as an athlete
10 miles a few weeks later I finished 8th
and was selected to represent
Yorkshire in the Inter-Counties 10 miles
champs (4th counter) and represented
them for the next 12 years. Yorkshire
never won the title in these years but
Guy speed walking in later life .
(Lancs WC)

we had 3 x2nd places and 2 x 3rd.
I Never found long distances much of a
problem and found after walking a
50km race running a marathon soon
afterwards was fairly easy.

“...I never found long distances
much of a problem…”

JK Medalist 2014 (MDOC)
Orienteering still fascinates me because
every course is different and becoming
totally immersed in the map-reading
time seems to fly by and you don’t
notice how long you’ve been running.
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(Guy Goodair continued…)
Race Walking has lost most of it’s appeal to
me at the very top level. In my era there
were no ‘red’ cards – you were either
maintaining contact with the ground or you
were ‘lifting’ (your rear leg had left the
ground before your front foot had made
contact) no warnings given. Now a walker
is allowed to get three ‘red’ cards for
violations (either breaking contact or not
fully straightening the leg on each stride.
The ‘red’ cards must all be from different
judges. The same judge can’t give a second
‘red’ card to the same walker.Now call me a
cynic but some walkers can ‘lift’ past a
judge who’s given them one ‘red’ card
knowing full well he can’t give them a
second one. It’s irksome that the
technology is there which would detect
‘lifting’ it’s been tested and proved but
there’s no will to bring it into general use.

Thompson (1960) and New Zealander
Norman Read (1956). I finished 5th in front
of Read in 8:35:55 which gave me a unique
record - I’m the only bloke who’s walked to
LtoB faster than
I’ve run it
(8:47:54) in 1958
(Though I have
also run it faster
in 1963 (7:15:32)

a full time job, I ran it out of the spare
bedroom in our house. Over time I sold
Helly Hansen jackets and rainwear,
outdoor clothing and rucksacks from Troll
plus tents from Saunders.

Nowadays you do a lot of Urban
Orienteering, I know some traditionalists
look down on Urban Orienteering as
almost an impure version of orienteering.
What is your take on Urban Orienteering?
So how and when did you get involved in I know a few orienteers who think urban
Orienteering?
events are ‘Mickey Mouse’ events. They
I didn’t start until late 1976.
should try some of the intricate sprint
I’d read about orienteering and saw in our
events. When/if this Covid threat is over, go
local paper that AIRE were holding an event try some of the big city races – Venice,
at Newmillerdam One of the courses was a Porto, even London if it includes the
Newcomers Come and try it (which I’ve
Barbican. (I agree 3D ‘O’! Ed)
never seen since) It had a map plus written It’s a different form of orienteering but
instructions like “take the path in front of
none the less a challenge at the top level.
you until you come to a path on your left,
The speed of decision making coupled with
turn down it until you reach the lake, the
their sprinting ability of the top
control is on your left” – it competitors is amazing. I first tried urban
was like this all round
because as I got older I was finding I was
the course. Well I’d
tripping up more in forest terrain due to
trained through
the fact my stride had shortened and I
Newmillerdam quite a
wasn’t lifting my legs up high enough so
lot with my running club stumbling over the smallest roots. With
so I was round in no
urban events I can concentrate on reading
time. The officials were
the map and not looking at the ground.
quite enthused with my
time “Would you like to
try a harder one?” they
asked. I agreed, Judith
had taken the children
for a walk round the
lake, so I told her to take
the boys home and I’d
run back to Horbury
afterwards. Well, over an
What have been your proudest walking
hour later I’m still lost in the ‘dam and if
achievements, Manchester to Blackpool? Anne Elgood hadn’t helped me goodness
Lugano 100K or something else?
knows what time I’d have finished.
Guy and Judith Urban league
I’m quite proud of my record in the 51.75
Needless to say Judith wasn’t pleased when
Hyper Vets 2017
miles Manchester to Blackpool race I eventually landed home but I was hooked
twelve starts between 1961 and 1974 – Sixth from then on.
on my debut and sixth in my last race (1974)
I think urban orienteering is here to stay –
When I first started orienteering I
but never out of the first three for the
just embrace it!
remember you being an approved
remaining ten - 3 x 1st, 5 x 2nd and 3 x 3rd. The
Lockdown has seen EPOC put on lots of
orienteering equipment vendor. What
Lugano 100km was a different challenge,
MapRunF events, that for many have
sort of things did you sell? Norman Walsh
much hillier with the climb up Monte
been a lifeline, many see these events as a
used to hand make my race walking shoes
Ceneri and I was chuffed with my time of
possible future for orienteering, what do
for me long before I orienteered and when
9:45:49 for 2nd place which was 2nd fastest
you see as the future of orienteering?
he designed the PB asked me if I wanted to
time in the world that year only to be
I don’t think they will replace the traditional
sell them, There was only Ultrasport and
disappointed to learn from the organiser,
events -MapRunF events lack the
Sweatshop in those days and Sweatshop
Armando Libotte a few weeks later, that
rarely attended ‘o’ events this far north. So I atmosphere and socialising of normal O
the course had been re-measured and
contacted Tony Wale at Silva who supplied events. but I think they are invaluable at
found to be over a kilometre short.
me with compasses, rain visors, silva shoes. local level, from an organisational aspect no
In the 1964 50km Olympic Trial race at
kites to put out or collect in, no control
I also sold road running shoes being the
Enfield I finished 6th in 4:30:57 which for
boxes going missing or vandalised, no need
first person in the UK to bring in New
one brief moment (and it was VERY brief) I
for volunteers to help on the day(s). From a
Balance shoes and second person (after
ranked 7th fastest in the world. Eventually I
Alistair Wood Scottish international not the competitor’s angle you can start when you
ended up 47th in the world rankings that
like on a day convenient to yourself, ideal
AIRE AW) to import Karhu shoes from
th
year dropping to 97 in 1965 and it’s been
for local activities.
Finland. Also sold Reebok & Tiger shoes
downhill ever since!
What would you advice be to someone
and Nike shoes when they were based in
Another highlight for me was the 1965
new to orienteering?
Halifax, incl the ill-fated green & silver fell/
London to Brighton race which had in the
Try and acquire sound basic technique, get
orienteering shoe which was very
field the current Olympic 50km gold
comfortable but quickly fell apart when the some coaching from a competent coach
medallist, Abdon Pamich (1964) and the
uppers started to de-laminate. It was never before to start acquiring any bad habits.
two previous Olympic gold medallists Don
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Tread Pattern.
The outsole is made of a 100%
butyl rubber, it's a relatively
malleable compound. The
studs around the perimeter of
the outsole are slightly deeper
(7mm), are chamfered on 3
sides and have a greater surface area when compared with
the studs in the centre of the
outsole. The benefit of the
greater surface area being that
As was reported in Catching Features
they will be more wear resistant increasEPOC have joined a growing number of ing the longevity of the sole. (so long as
orienteering clubs in the NViiStr8 Club the uppers last as long Ed!)
Scheme , which is free for clubs to join
with no minimum order commitment.
However in these so-called unprecedented times who wants to buy a pair
of shoes online, at this kind of cost
without any sort of knowledge?
Laura Harrison has tried some on as
she knows Mary, who has a supply in
Sheffield. Laura said they fitted similarly to her Inov8 x-talon's but maybe
even snugger. Emma Harrison also
wears x-talons and said, “I would say
they are slim fitting enough so I'm
guessing they really are a pretty snug
fit.”

However with kind permission of
MyRaceKitNorth/Front Runners in
Sheffield, here is an edited review of
the Nvii Forest 2, from their running
blog.

The studs in the centre of the outsole are
a little shorter, pyramidal in shape and
have a smaller contact point with the
ground. They'll shed mud very well and
will bite better in softer surfaces. The
combination of the larger perimeter studs
and smaller studs make the Forest 2 better on a variety of surfaces.

2mm volume reducer insole. I mentioned
above that some might find there is a
little extra space over the forefoot so
hopefully by using the extra insole you
can take some of the volume out of the
shoe and get a snugger fit.
Fabric Upper.
The upper fabric is predominantly made
from what Nvii call SuperFabric. The SuperFabric feels much softer than it looks,
it's obviously not as soft as cotton but has
a nice handle to it and it can't be felt
across flex point in the forefoot of the
shoe. This was something I was a little
concentred (sic {concerned?} )of when I
first saw the shoes. It isn't a completely
static fibre as there is a small amount of
give making it feel snug and secure on the
foot without being too harsh. In terms of
its' durability we've only run 20 or so
miles in the Forest 2 so can't comment.
Fingers crossed it's as durable as Nvii
state! The heel counter has some stiffness
in its' lower 2/3s and is softer around the
collar of the heel. The fabric around the
heel and rand on the forefoot appears to
be a manmade type of leather meaning
it's soft to touch and doesn't feel as
though it would puncture or tear easily. In
addition to this it won't take on water.

On a lot of orienteering and fell shoes
which are designed for mud the lugs tend
to be very well spaced. However, the
studs on the Forest 2 are never more than
1cm apart. Technically this should be sufficiently spaced so the tread doesn't get
full of mud but close enough that the
tread won't wear down super fast when
used on tarmac.
Under the arch of the foot is the Protect
OR, this is a rubberised band which
Fit.
On the whole the last/shape of the Forest wraps the instep giving protection from
sharp objects and more importantly gives
2 is quite narrow through the mid foot,
the toe box visually appears to taper but greater control when running on cambered & uneven surfaces.
when worn it feels like there is plenty of

space for the toes. Some might find that
there is a little extra volume over the top
of the forefoot. It's got a slightly curved
last/shape to it so anyone with a very
broad forefoot arch (the distance from
your big toe joint across to your little one)
Brief Overview.
might find it tight at either side. Like
It's light. The first thing you notice is just
many off road racing shoes, the surface
how light the shoes are! It's got a
area at the heel is reduced to give better
very supple feel and is without any signiftraction when deciding and less roll when
icant stiffness through the midsole and
contouring, this does mean that anyone
forefoot making it nimble but possibly
who suffers with their rear foot rolling in
lacking in protection from sharp stones.
might find it is exaggerated.
The outsole has a nicely spaced studded
A neat little addition to the Forest 2 is a
pattern with ~7mm deep lugs.
Nvii (pronounced N-vee) are a newcomer
to the shoe market.. The Finnish made
footwear is geared towards orienteering with a selection of models having
metal studs.( as well as rubber studs too)
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The blogger Steve asks, “Is it a good
shoe? The answer is yes . I personally
wouldn't want to use it for my longer
runs (over 2 hours) or as a shoe to run in
everyday. For me it's too flexible and not
stable enough for this. The implication is
it is a very good orienteering shoe, but
with a very snug fit.

For more pictures and the full blog, as
well as access to their online store, click
here!
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M

any of us orienteers go out training & walking, on our own or in
small groups. In the East Pennines there
are plenty of moors and open spaces to
tempt us. From the hills of the west to
the windswept flatlands of the Rhubarb
triangle. When taking part in races we
are often asked to carry nothing more
than a cagoule and a whistle. More serious kit is rarely asked for, unlike at the
Fell Racing Association's (FRA) races
where a minimum kit requirement is
the norm.
I remember being out at the JK in Scotland in 1990. In nothing more than my
“pajamas” and a Helly thermal vest. I
took a Marathon bar, to this day I don’t
know why I put it in my pocket. I had a
very late start. I was a poor navigator,
being a relative newcomer. It started
snowing, I ate my Marathon bar as I was
getting very cold and hungry. I don’t
remember having a cagoule. As a got
colder I found it more difficult to think
straight.

Craig Vinean
I really couldn’t make the map fit. At
each control It seemed as if I found
them by luck, or macro navigating to
the rough area and going round in ever
decreasing circles. Not once did I think
about retiring. Not once did I think people would be worried, unbeknown to
me, Rebecca was getting very worried. I
took 3 hours and 50 minutes. Courses
closed at 16:00, I got back with 10
minutes to spare. When I got back to
our Campervan, I ate pretty much everything that didn’t need cooking, I put
on every fleece coat jumper and blanket.

Go outside...
Sit down...
Wait…

Glossop based physiotherapist Tim
Budd tells us why.
I know there have been a few blogs/
blogs that want to be articles/etc. out
recently that have been talking about
FRA kit and whether it is worthy of the
name “compulsory kit”- and if it serves
it’s purpose. Not really being much of a
racer these days, I’m not actually going
to weigh in on that argument- we have
different fish to fry.

All of a sudden the windproof that you
brought seems like it isn’t entirely up to
the job. Those gloves made of polartec
fleece- when damp, really aren’t warm…
and your feet go cold really fast. What
do you wish you had now? This is not a
pointless task in wondering what you
might take out with you on the hill as a
runner/walker/whatever, I hope it is a
thought process that might shed some
light on how long someone might be
out there if something goes wrong.
Consider this: You’re on Bleaklow and
have a catastrophic issue- ankle break,
something like that, unable to move. It’s
taken you an hour of straight running to
get to where you are. (Or even 2 hours
walking. Ed)
Happy days, you have a mobile AND
there is signal. You can drop Mountain
Rescue a line and give them your location.
Amazing.

Now what?

Talking with another friend on a local
Mountain Rescue (MR) team recently,
he mentioned he was going to a local
outdoors centre to do a talk on MR,
response times, and all the stuff that
goes on in terms of getting people off
the hill when they’re injured/ hypothermic etc.
One of the most interesting parts of his
talk was when he gets everyone to
stand up, wander outside, out into the
wood that surrounds the centre, out for
a bit (this is in the dark), and then… “ok
everyone. Sit down. We’re going to be
here for an hour”. After a few minutes,
everyone is cold. It’s dark. The question
is asked: “What do you wish you had
with you?”. An interesting perspective
changer for some.

So what?

Why am I writing about this now?
I was wondering about doing the same
experiment with some running friends.
We go out on the hill, mooch around
As a trainee mountain leader I should
for a bit in the cold- during which we
have known better.
are fine- and then… Stop. Ok, we’re
If only I had gone outside, sat down and
here for an hour. What do you wish you
waited. With his full permissionr, Gloshad?
sop based Physiotherapist Tim Budd
gives us the low down on why we
should:
At the time I had no idea how close I
had been to “the edge”.
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If you’re
lucky, the
phone call
was routed
from the
police to
MR.
If you’re
lucky, the
information
of your
Grid reference has
been communicated
correctly.
If you’re
lucky, they’ll Sarloc you- which geolocates your phone. Great. This has taken
30 mins so far.
The call goes out to the team- it may
take 20 mins for the first members to
arrive at base. Give it another 10/15
mins for information to be gathered, kit
sorted and get into the trucks and
away. Depending on the closest access
point, that might be 10/15/20mins driveso only now is the MR team *maybe*
getting onto the hill.
In the best case scenario, from your
original call, you’ve been lying there
for more than an hour in the cold, rain/
hail/wind etc. How warm are you? (I'm
not going to ask how comfortable are
you, coz you've got a broken ankle).
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(Go outside, sit and wait cont…)
Considering it took you an hour to get
where you are in running gear with a
small rucksack/bumbag, MR are heading
out with rucksacks full of gear. If you’re
lucky, there is a fast party who will try to
get to you as fast as possible- it might
take another hour, by which point you’ve
been on the hill for 3 hours, 2 of which
you have been stationary in the elements.
Got enough in your bag to deal with that?
Ok, MR get to you, they have warm jackets, food etc, bad news is- the all the heli's
are away dealing with heart attacks and
strokes elsewhere. You now have to wait
another hour+ for a stretcher to turn up,
and then a 2 hour+ thrutch off the hill.
Probably in the dark. But at least you’re a
bit warmer…
That was all *assuming* you have mobile
signal and all the information is passed on
efficiently.
Now imagine you head out onto Bleaklow, your partner knows you’ve gone for
a run, and knows your route… but you
have no mobile signal. You now have to
wait for your partner to realise that you
aren’t back at the time you said. Call you a
few times. Get no answer. Start worrying,
and eventually call MR.

How long have you already been lying
there now? A few hours?
Only *then* does the whole thing grind
into action- and now they aren’t coming
directly for you, they have to search the
route you were going to do AND a few
deviations around it- which might take a
while. A few hours, to be fair… so you
might be there, what? 4-5 hours before
someone gets to you?
Now- imagine you *haven’t* told anyone
your vague plans- but someone knows
you’ve probably headed to Bleaklow. Add
on to the fact that you aren’t home by
now, you have no mobile signal, no-one
knows exactly where you are or where
you were headed, so MR get the heads up
after you’ve been on the hill for 6 hours.
They then need to work out how the hell
to search 250square km of moorland to
find you. The guys around Bleaklow tend
to know the trods, the routes and the
general nature of runners in the area, so
the search won’t be totally without precedent, but how long might it take them to

find you?
What if you don’t have that option? I don’t
mean for this to be a scary kind of blog,
but rather, a thought provoking one.
Walking and running in the hills with kit is
generally a compromise.
What
works for you, how fast do you want to
go, and what are the consequences if the
worst happens. Some kit is better than no
kit (mostly)- and yes, some people rely on
their ability to get out of situations- to
“not be there” when it really hits the fanwhich is all well and good, but what if
you’re with someone else who goes down
hard?

Especially if you are solo? At least you will
have a phone with GPS switched on!
I’ll finish with an orienteering event where
snow was a key factor. I had planned on
Marsden Moor. The weather forecast was
for the possibility of snow later in the day.
I’d put most of the controls out the day
and night before.
I arrived at Buckstones early doors and
the forecast snow had not arrived. I waited for my controller, who had visited all
the sites that morning and he arrived at
Buckstones at 08:00, just as the heavens
opened, with thick heavy snow.
Meanwhile in Marsden it was falling as
light rain. So the organisation just carried
on, the Cagoules compulsory and no
whistle no go signs went up in the car
park. Mini buses were ready to ferry orienteers up to the start.

Photo Wikimedia commons

I don’t expect you to be able to carry
enough kit for both of you, but it would
be nice to think that *one* of you has
some stuff to keep you guys alive and not
hypothermic for a few hours…
Note- the response times to rescue callouts
in this blog are semi-based on real life. It
depends on phone signal, how accurate the
information is, how far out you are and a
whole load of stuff. It’s taken 2 hours+ to
get to a casualty 1km away from a road on
a Bridleway from the initial call because of
muddled information. Equally, it’s taken just
under an hour to get to someone in the
middle of Bleaklow from an initial call because of the quality of information .
Tim Budd
What surprised Tim with his blog, that he
has kindly shared with us, is the reach it
has got through Social Media. When he
initially wrote in in Feb/March, it had a
limited share. Recently it was shared
throughout the Fell Running community
as well as the Mountain Rescue community, even being shared on Scottish Mountain Rescue’s Facebook page. On that
post one person suggested that you could
at least double if not triple the call out
time in Scotland and Wales.
“I’m astonished at the reach it has had,”
Tim told me, “Seems to have hit a nerve
this time around!”
Once I read Tim’s blog/article, it really
resonated with me in light of my JK 1990
experience. Safety and risk assessments
are now the norm in orienteering but
when doing a MapRun event, even in an
urban area, what do you take with you?
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I was in constant communication by text
and phone (thank goodness for mobiles)
with the organiser, who came up to see
how much snow there was on the moor.
By now it was snowing fit to bust.. The
wind had picked up, and despite the start
being quite sheltered it was bitterly cold.

The controller and I were desperate for
the event to go ahead, but the snow
looked as if it was set in for the day. Some
of the courses were planned to go over
some pretty rough terrain, despite my
best efforts to have the courses as runnable as possible. I had a nagging doubt,
what if a runner on one of the longer
courses slipped, broke an ankle, in what
was becoming a white out?
How would we know? Perhaps it would
stop snowing? We’d get away with it?
The organiser made the decision just as
people started to arrive at the start. Event
cancelled.
We then had the logistics of getting pairs
of folk out to collect in the controls. I
went with Gilly Markham, and we were
glad we were with each other, it was brutal. We were wearing pretty much winter
mountaineering gear. If any one competitor had broken an ankle? With nothing
more than a cagoule and a whistle…
For more details of Tim’s work
www.globaltherapies.com
twitter: @globaltherapies
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Lockdown
Orienteering
Not content with your Fone when out
for a MapRunF? I have heard it called
MapRuneffing, but let’s not go there!
Some of the anecdotes (?) that have
been told highlight that the MapRunF
system is not perfect, but, after all,
how much did you pay to enter the
event?

MapRunG

Continuation of
Lockdown Events

Got a Garmin Watch? Did you know
instead of using your phone for an
event you can use your watch instead? Hopefully you will be pleased to learn
Download the MapRunG App in Gar- that we are looking to continue with
min ConnectIQ App.
the Lockdown MapRun series into
2021. This is on the understanding that
Get a beep/buzz at each control and
the latest National Lockdown rules will
see your track and results on your
allow it..
phone, as per normal, at the end of
your run.
As such, it is a good time to review the
Follow the link below and watch the
present format and I would appreciate
video from Mark Clews of POTOC
feedback as to what you find good or
explaining how to set it up!
bad about the events. We will make
(P.S if you have problems with sending every effort to improve our weekly
the map to you phone turn the watch offerings. Your feedback could be
through the EPOC e-mail address or
off to reset it and try again it should
direct to me.
hopefully register the course.)
http://maprunners.weebly.com/
maprung.html
However some of the older Garmin
watches don’t work.

Clearly to proceed we will need
planners and areas. Areas could be
new or previously used.

One competitor spent 10 minutes
cursing the app not picking up their
phone at the start, then realised that
turning the GPS on would help.

Mike Pedley said, “It works much better than MapRunF!” However he went
on to say, (Your watch) “Should be fine
on 230 upwards (my 230 works fine) but
Another spent 20 minutes, (twice) with no good on the ones like 15, 25 etc
the GPS on and still nothing, in the end which don't do apps.”
they uninstalled the app and then reinstalled the app, then got it working.
Planning is not too onerous and I am
happy to help people to learn all about
MapRun, Open Orienteering Map and
Open Street data as required. So
please volunteer. It would be good to
have some of the regulars who haven’t
planned yet to come forward.

A married couple both approached the
same control on different courses, Mrs
O’s phone pinged instantly, Mr O
spent a minute trying to get their
phone to ping.

“...turning on the GPS
would help!”
One member decided that as their
phone was so old , they’d buy a new
one just for MapRunF, thinking the
new phone would work faster and
better, it didn’t.
One planner ran the check course and
two of the actual courses, only to find
that the controls never beeped in the
same place twice!

Don’t be shy.
Thank you
Richard Payne
Emma Harrison concurred, “You need a
high enough spec watch though, as it
doesn’t work on all Garmin watches, Yep
mine’s a 45S and MapRunG doesn’t
work on it.”

Finally one frustrated competitor had
a brilliant run with all the controls
pinging only to find the finish, which
was also the start had moved, and
then spent some time trying to finish.
So you are probably not alone.! Dan
Sutcliffe may have the solution:

November—February 2020/1 issue 262
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If your phone can download the
MapRunF app then you can download
courses and upload results over WiFi!
NO SIM required
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MapRunF and Newcomers
to the sport

I'd never learnt to read a map properly
or tried orienteering before this series
and now I feel more confident in going
It was really pleasing to get so much out with a map and exploring new arefeedback from our new MapRunners. as. The series has also helped me to
Here is a selection of answers to the explore new paths around areas that I
was already familiar with. Paths that I
questions we asked some of our
had often wondered where they went
newcomers. Folk have been very
but had never followed.”
happy to share their thoughts.
Darren added, “The MapRun series has
What was your sport(s) pre lockreplaced the (fell) race. It's good that
down?
you get results and see a leader board.
It's helped my navigation as I have
Most MapRunners who were asked
have come from cycling or fell running been pretty lazy with nav in recent
background. Jonathon Moon is a run- years.”
Jocasta also added, “Great events at a
ner and a member of both CVFR and
time to suit me in areas I either know
Sowerby Bridge Snails, Jocasta also
runs with CVFR but cycles a lot. Laura or don’t, (the events helped ) familiarisation of orienteering symbols .”
is a cyclist, but joined Tod Harriers in
2019. Jason is a trail runner with Acre
Street runners. He also was a founding Did you join the club, if yes why, if
member of Huddersfield Aussie Rules no why?
This was quite am important question
Football club.
for the club, and the results have been
Darren tells me he was a squash and
hit and miss. Some folk have not joined
badminton player, until a shoulder
EPOC whereas others have.
injury forced him to ease back. He’s
Jonathon M replied, “ I haven't joined
always walked since the scouts, and
yet but I intend to. I was going to join
visited the Lakes often. He has also
next year so I would have a full year
been an active member of Tod Harri- plus hopefully events will be back on
ers for some time.
then. (“If you join now you’ll get 14
months membership until the end of
2021 Ed) . Jocasta said she hadn’t but
“...I’m really enjoying the
maybe she should.
series...my nav has imLaura summed it up thus, “I have
proved
joined East Pennine Orienteering Club.
The MapRunF events definitely
What have you got/ are you getting
sparked my interest in orienteering
out of the MapRunF series?
and I met several members of the club
Enjoyment in a stressful time seems to
at various events and they all made me
be a common thread. Jonathon M said,
feel very welcome and encouraged me
“I'm really enjoying the series and my
to join “ Darren concluded, “I joined
nav has improved dramatically.”
EPOC as I've really enjoyed the navigaLaura was enthusiastic, “The MapRunF
tional challenge that MapRun has inseries has been great for me, I've got
troduced to me and I'm so looking forso much out of it. It provided me with
ward to my first proper orienteering
a regular activity to do with my friends
event.”
over the summer. We'd have a cuppa
afterwards or a beer, the events were
Have you run any events after they
my main social event over the sumclosed for the results? Laura again
mer. They have also helped me to dewas keen to do the events that she
velop a new skill.
had missed, “I have run many of the
events after the dates have closed. I
usually wait until my friends are free
and we all go and do them together.
Some of the events happened before I
started to do them, such as the Ogden
Water one, so I have gone back and
attempted them.” Jonathon on the other hand has managed to do them all in
the specified time to be included in the
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results. Jocasta
thought that she
had, and yet still
had her time in
the results.
I asked Joanathon M why
had he not taken part in as many of
the more recent events? I did the first
20 or so. I've done less recently as
(running) club runs have started again
and I've got less time. I also think some
of the recent are a bit far especially

with the darker nights meaning I'd
have to go on a weekend”
Darren told me he was planning to do
the Greenhead park event in Huddersfield, helping at an introduction event
for the Queensbury Queens (cycling
club)

“...they’ve been great….for
free they’re ace...

Anything else you'd like to say about
the events? “They've been great and
I'm very thankful for you taking the
time to get them on. I've loved getting
out and see new places. They are definitely no replacement for physical
events as I've found the GPS a little
slow at times. I thought it was my
phone but I got a brand new one recently and it still lags a bit. However
for free they're ace!” replied Jonathon.
Jocasta too found the “pinging” troublesome, “The mis punching is a pain
and something I’ve had to become
more careful of. I’ve mostly done the
urban orienteering and would like to
do more in the countryside I don’t
bother so much with time limits as I
just like to get them all”
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Review Control Reminder
In the last Epistle Richard Payne described getting MapRunF up & running.
Here is a recap of the review process.
If you have completed a course, and
found one control would not bleep, this
simple guidance should
get your run
reinstated.

the map but the map is not exact in relation to the satellites. The signal may be
too slow or affected by vegetation or
buildings.
To check a mis-punch click the three bar
menu at the top right of the app.

Take the review results option.
This will display the controls on the right
After your
run you may of the screen and a box will show against
be shown as the relevant problem control or controls.
Click the boxes and change the tolerance
mis-punched and you know or thought
you went to every location ok. This is not on the left to 10 20 or 30 and then click
the Submit a Revised Result button at
unusual and there is the opportunity to
the bottom of the screen. Hopefully your
check. There are several reasons why
result will be updated correctly. With
things have gone awry other than your
regard to the tolerance settings I like to
mistake. The map may not be 100% accurate and you were in the right place on start at a low level as the numbers relate

MapRunF
A personal reflection
from a newbie.

been an excellent bonus as they are showing me sights and locations in areas that I
didn't know existed.
This has
lead me to
Each of the courses is like a love letter to
look for
that area. I've discovered some excellent
further
views, nooks, woods, and other curios in
orienteerareas that I thought I was familiar with. I've
ing challiked the challenge of the navigation as
lenges and
well as the drive to beat the clock. I've
I've been
enjoyed having the choice of location as
out in the
well the variety each course offers. I've
Peak Dishad my whole family enjoying some of the
trict comcourses- I've loved the challenge of the
peting
long courses, my ten year old son has
grander
enjoyed developing his navigation skills
challenges off the back of this- and I'll
on the medium courses, and my inactive
continue to do so.
mum has particularly liked the short
courses as she can walk round them with
my 7 year old daughter. We've also used
them as a family to add and extra dimension to our walks, we have been out with
family friends as well as my children's
friends too.
The majority of my runs have been after
the results have closed. The live results
have not been a driving factor for me as I
can compare what I have achieved at a
later date. I think that keeping the routes
open has been an excellent move as now I
get to enjoy completing all the courses at The app is the key part as if this was not as
a time that suits family life and work com- simple to use as it is then the whole thing
would not have worked.
mitments. The MapRunF series has been
an excellent discovery for me, and I thank EPOC’s excellent use of this technology
the folk at EPOC for creating them. It has and the fantastic way it has used this (Web
page, different tiers of challenge, free
added an extra element to my own runmaps, results, route comparisons) has
ning, and has been a brilliant gimmick to
been a brilliant. I'd like to say a big thank
get my own family out and about. The
you to all those that were involved in
choice of locations and the local
making it happen- from those involved in
knowledge of the course planners has
the initial conception, to all the planners
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to how far you were away from the GPS
location of the control. It is better to
know you were only 10 metres off than
30. In most cases of Rev40 and above we
now disqualify people because it is unlikely they actually were in the right
place. Rev100 is desperation! If in the
past you have mispunched and didn’t
know about the above I think you can
still go back to the event and update your
result.
If your track looks like a seismic earthquake chart you should make every effort to make sure you achieve a good
‘gps lock.’ Go to Troubleshooting GPS
issues in Strava Support where it has
more specifics in relation to different
phone models. For more info on phones
go to the MapRun website.
http://maprunners.weebly.com/phonesettings.html
Richard Payne
and to those that maintain the website.
Particular highlights for me have been:

Autumnal Judy Woods © Wikipedia

Sopping wet at Ogden Water, discovering
views of Holmfirth that I did not know
existed, having my whole family running
round Newmillerdam and discovering the
woodland areas for the first time, meeting
extended family at a half way point in Sandal and using the MapRunF series as an
extra incentive to meet up, running in the
sun at Greenhead and Brighouse, and
running the Huddersfield course in the
pitch black with a headtorch on. All brilliant additions to my Covid experience.
I've involved a total of 12 family and
friends in all these events.
My personal highlights are copper carpeted Judy Woods, and the amazing
course through Slaithwaite- well done to
whoever created that one!
Jason Battye
Map and photo (left ) from Peak Raid who
are doing MapRunF mini mountain marathons. Not sure if the Peak district falls
within reasonable travel for exercise.
Details of events here.
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Peak and Northern
Footpath Society
I’m sure at some point everyone has
come across one of the wonderful cast
iron footpath signs placed by the Peak
and Northern Footpath Society but
had you ever wondered about the organisation behind them?

ered before despite living and running
in the area for over 20 years.

However I’ve been astounded by the
amount of problems I’ve come across,
of the 242 paths so far I have come
across 36 are completely obstructed
by vegetation or purposefully by the
landowner. On top of this there are
also numerous stiles that are either
broken or built in such a way that they
are very difficult to negotiate.
This sad specimen of a stile is on the
Colne Valley Circular Walk and If you
make it up this the next half mile
brings a fallen tree to negotiate followed by two further stiles with
barbed wire strung across them

The Peak and Northern, founded in
1894 covers an area from Staffordshire
to Cumbria. their mission is to monitor, protect and improve the footpath
network. As well as the signposts, they
fund bridge replacements and footpath improvements and have a network of around 100 voluntary footpath
inspectors whose ranks I joined, taking
on the Colne Valley Parish, a couple of
months ago. As a footpath inspector
you are asked to walk/ run the footpaths in your area taking note of any
problems, such as obstructions, broken stiles and lack of signposting off
the road, and report them to the local
highway authority. The Society then
has the funds and appetite to take
things further if the highway authority
are unable to rectify the problem. Ideally you are asked to walk all the footpaths in your patch at least once during each two year period. Planning
how to cover all the various paths in
the minimum distance has been like
some manic score event!
I’ve now run virtually all the paths in
the Colne Valley and have thoroughly
enjoyed it, it’s certainly taken me to
paths and parts that I’d never discov-

This may not be the Kinder Trespass
but I do feel that I am contributing
something necessary and valuable in
maintaining our path network and as a
bonus I have really enjoyed doing it. I’d
encourage others to get involved if
they can.
There are several ways to get involved
if you wish to. There are many parishes without a footpath inspector
(including sadly all the parishes in the
Calderdale and Wakefield Areas) ; you
take on a parish, this can be shared
with a spouse or friend(s) if you wish,
you then walk/ run the paths, trying to
get round them all each two year period reporting issues as you go to the
highway authority. The number of
footpaths in each parish is clearly as
variable as the size of the parish, for
instance Erringden has only 28 paths,
whereas the Colne valley with over
200 paths is one of the larger ones. If
taking on a role as a footpath inspector
is too much of a commitment becoming a path checker is something that
can be a part of a normal run/ walk;
after the outing simply report any issue you come across on the webpage.
If anyone wants to discuss any of this
further I’d be very happy to be contacted (hodsgon@stonefield1.co.uk).
Jane Hodgson
Alternatively the Society’s website is a
good source of information
General website: http://
www.peakandnorthern.org.uk/

Like most of us I really value the public right of way network and my access to open spaces and it’s something that I feel passionately about,
not seeing gradually blocked and depleted, especially if future generations
are to enjoy the same access that we
do.
Above Bridge 42 Heptonstall
Volunteering to be an inspector: http://
www.peakandnorthern.org.uk/support
-us/volunteering.htm

PNFS area map
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Path checkers website page: http://
www.peakandnorthern.org.uk/
pathcheckers/index.htm
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EPOC Other Officials

EPOC Committee

What have your committee been up to?
Chair
Secretary
Treasurer
Fixtures Secretary
Membership Secretary
Committee Members

Emma Harrison
Jean Lochhead
David Morgan
Jean Lochhead
David Morgan
Rod Shaw
Jackie Page

eah1607@aol.com
jmloch1621@gmail.com
davidmorgan.stopford@btinternet.com
jmloch1621@gmail.com
davidmorgan.stopford@btinternet.com
margrod123@gmail.com
jackie.page127@ntlworld.com

Website & Club Emails

Neil Croasdell
Viv Barraclough
Linda Hayles
David Harrison

croasded@gmail.com
viv.barraclough@cantab.net
croahay@hotmail.com
eastpennineorienteeringclub@gmail.com

Epistle Editor

Graham Lloyd

egrahamlloyd@yahoo.co.uk

Map Librarian
Compass Sport Trophy
Club Coach
Welfare Officer
Club Championship
Club Kit Officer
Permanent Courses
Relay Organiser
Stores and Equipment
E-Punching Equipment

David Morgan
Rod Shaw
Viv Barraclough
Viv Barraclough
Vacant
Daniel Sutcliffe
Jean Lochhead
Vacant
Scarf Family
Ian & Julie Couch

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
to AGM 28 October 2020
What a strange year this turned out to
be, and unfortunately it will be strange
for some time to come.
Back in the past - over the first 6
months of this year we had a very successful Christmas Night & Day event at
Storthes Hall with an evening of coffee and Pizza’s. The next day got even
better as many competitors from all
clubs sat down to Sunday lunch.
The event cost of The Venue was expensive but well worth it. Thank you
to Simon Martland for planning some
excellent courses whilst avoiding disturbing the Badgers and thank you to
Charlie Adams for Controlling.
The next event was the Ides of March
(15th) at Fixby & Bradley Woods when
we hosted a heat of the Compass
Sport Cup/Trophy with 650 entries
and a Car Park squadron who
squeezed in 270 cars. Loaves & Fishes
in reverse there!

davidmorgan.stopford@btinternet.com
margrod123@gmail.com
viv.barraclough@cantab.net
viv.barraclough@cantab.net
d.sutcliffe89@gmail.com
jmloch1621@gmail.com
thescarfs@hotmail.com
iancouch@btinternet.com

Welcome to our newest members.
Ali Brook & Ben Carter from Sowerby Bridge, Martin Wood from Huddersfield, Mark Gaughan and also Ginny Hunt, both from Halifax.
Looking forward to seeing you out at orienteering events. Please don’t hesitate to ask long standing members about any aspect of the sport. The Epistle has plenty of information for you, including fixtures, but for up to date
info check the club and British Orienteering websites, Facebook, & Instagram. Also your email for the circulars and other important info. Oh and

write articles for the Epistle!

Whilst the members always make a
great job of helping at the events a
few people put their lives on hold especially in the area of, Si Download,
Start list seeding and Planning, oh’ and
the Organiser.

After 3 years I now depart the Chairman position to be replaced by a different face.
EPOC qualified for the final even
Thank you to all those who have been
though we had 6 big players missing – a help over the past 3 years.
unfortunately the Final has had to be
Jean Lochhead now retired Chair
cancelled.

After the three months lockdown lull
we embarked on a series of MapRun
events with 18 held during the period
from 7th June to 31 August with 14 different planners. An unexpected bonus
is that we have had a lot of new faces
Download and what the week before and 9 new members.
would have passed for Assembly, was Our sanity has been saved by
remarkably quiet as competitors went MapRuns which have proved to be
home straight after their runs.
very successful. Not only have they
November 2020 to January 2021

kept members fit, but reminded us of
how we used to spend our weekends
and hope to do so again in the future.

November—February 2020/1 issue 262

EPOC Committee
Due to the Covid 19 lockdown, the
committee has been unable to meet.
Committee members are still moving
the club forwards in the Covid era..
Members were notified via Club email circulation of the AGM.
Minutes are on the next page .
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MINUTES OF POSTPONED AGM
20.10.20
The AGM was due to be held on
Wednesday 28th October 2020. Previously a notice to the club members was
circulated on 4 October 2020 and again
on 14 October 2020 asking for nominations for Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer and the one space on the committee.
There have been no nominations for any
of the Officers other than Emma Harrison for Chair and Jean Lochhead for
Secretary. David Morgan has offered to
continue in his role as Treasurer.
However, there has been a good response to the changes to the Constitution with 25 members agreeing and no
objections.
Some members have expressed reservations about holding a virtual AGM and
others have asked me why we are having one at all in the current situation.
Due to there being nothing other than
the items below to discuss, the committee suggested postponing the AGM and
circulating this updated Agenda which
forms the Minutes as follows:
MINUTES agreed in the absence of a
formal AGM 20 October 2020

10.Chair: Emma Harrison. Proposed:
David Morgan, Seconded: Neil
Croasdell
11.Secretary: Jean Lochhead. Proposed: Ian McMillan, Seconded: Judith
Goodair
12.Treasurer: David Morgan offered to
continue under the circumstances for
another year.
13.4 Ordinary Members: Currently:
Rod Shaw, Jackie Page, Neil Croasdell,
- Linda Hayles volunteered to join the
Committee and there being no further
nominations her application was accepted.
14.Welfare Officer: Viv Barraclough
(offered to continue in the role).
15.Fixtures Secretary: Jean Lochhead
16.Auditor: Richard Payne Proposed:
Jean Lochhead, Seconded: Jackie Page
17.Epistle Editor: Graham Lloyd
18.Website: David Harrison
If any member was not in agreement
with this course of action proposed
by the Committee, they were asked
to register their objection with the
Chairman or Secretary. There were
no objections and therefore the
above should be taken to be an accurate record of resolutions agreed
with the club members by conversation and e-mails.These are indeed
peculiar times.

Treasurer’s Report for Financial
Year ending 31st Aug 2020

1.Apologies: None

3 main events all of which have made
good surpluses, a list is included at the
end of the report
Total membership payments from
BOF for the year were £620. Membership has increased, partly as a result of
the lockdown series and at the year
end we had 61 membership units
Again this year we have not spent
much money on equipment but have
paid in excess of £2000 on professional mapping. This will be money well
spent as we have new maps of the
Fixby group of woods and a significant
upgrade to the Honley Old Wood
map. We also renewed the OCAD licence held by Richard Payne.
General expenses continue to be significant. One particular item was renewing the 5 year SI Autoownload
licence (£633).
Given that we received £1500 in one
off payments and held a highly profitable event. It is clear that the income
from membership and events is not
quite covering the club’s running
costs.
Looking forward to the coming year,
we were hoping to be able to stage
our annual Christmas Night and Day
event, this time at Newmillerdam. Permission for this has been refused by
Wakefield Council in accordance with
their COVID19 policies. Other venues
are being investigated. We are also
due to hold the YHOA Championships
at Honley Old Wood and have a new
map of Pontefract nearly ready for an
urban.
As always, the club has relied on a
group of stalwarts to organise and
man our events and their efforts, skill
and experience have very much aided
the club to keep its’ costs low.
There is therefore an ongoing risk that
the club will not be able to run at a
surplus during the year ending August
2021. I am however confident that the
current bank balance is sufficient to
cover any potential loss making events
and still allow the club to invest in
mapping and equipment.
I therefore propose that next year’s
fees remain the same at £7.50 for seniors and £2.50 for Juniors.

The annual accounts for the year ending 31st August 2020 have been com2.Minutes of last AGM: Attached
pleted and are currently with the auditor awaiting approval. The following is
3.Matters Arising: Epistles reduced to 4 an abridged version for your inforper annum and Graham Lloyd took mation.
over as the Epistle Editor. The new club
Despite the significant restrictions
kit was ordered, arrived and has been
resulting from COVID19, the club has
delivered.
had a relatively successful year and
the overall bank balance has increased
4.Chairman’s Report: Attached
by around £2330. I must advise however that this figure includes a number
5.Secretary’s Report: No Secretary! No
of significant one-off items which
Report, See Chairman’s Report
have helped to offset the loss of in6.Treasurer's Report: Already circulatcome from events.
ed
In particular, I would like to highlight
the very significant contribution from
7.Club Fees: The committee recomholding the CompassSport regional tie
mend that the Membership Fees reimmediately before lockdown. In addi- Brief summary of events
main the same as 2020, £7.50, Juniors
tion we received a final payout of £1k
Inc.
£2.50, and Associate Members (subject
from the 2019 British Championships
to approval see 8.) £5.00.
Storthes Hall Night
460
and a refund for the mugs we pur8.Constitutional Changes: see atStorthes Hall Day
1156
chased for the 2017. Finally, we benetached. 25 members confirmed their
fited by around £290 as YHOA decidFixby & Bradley Woods
5755
agreement.
ed not to ask for our club affiliation
fee this year as most of their activities
9.Election of Officers and CommitDavid Morgan 15/10/2020
did not take place. We have only held
tee:

November 2020 to January 2021
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Exp.

Surp.

292

168

607

549

2276

3479
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Epistle featured
event-Immingham
Epistle
HALO Yorks Urban
League
Immingham 25 Oct

Course A (length: 8.6km, 27
controls)
2 Daniel Sutcliffe 69.54
Course B (length: 7.2km, 25 controls)
6 David Harrison 74.05
Course C (length: 5.8km, 22
controls)
2 Emma Harrison 50.35
Course D (length: 4.6km, 18
controls)
3 Richard Payne 42.04
10 Linda Hayles 53.06
14 Neil Croasdell 57.16
Course E (length: 3.7km, 15 controls)
1 Arabella Woodrow 44.46
3 Judith Goodair 51.58
7 Guy Goodair 58.44
10 Jane Payne 61.32

planned by all those Arabella
Woodrow spoke to afterwards. There
were plenty of route choices, and as
many controls were in residential
areas, careful route planning was
needed and drifting onto autopilot
was a recipe for disaster! Some of
the courses seemed quite long:
David Harrison on course B, billed
as 7.2km, found he had covered well
over 11 km in all.
Covid protocols were good, such as
hand Sanitiser available before you
picked up your map and control
descriptions. Download was
unmanned, again with hand
sanitizer available. Parking was well
spaced out, yet start and finish were
Whilst there have been a smattering
of events, what was supposed to be a close to the assembley.
YHOA Urban League event, still took Guy Goodair said the he'd run at
place. An area associated with docks events planned by Isoldt Harris and
and heavy industry, those that made the courses were well planned. He
the effort were rewarded with a good managed the first two controls well. “I
didn't look at the map carefully enough
map, well planned courses and a
going to 3,( as seen below)
compact event area, yet with a
I thought there was a gap off the
spacious car park. “ It was certainly
mainstreet, which there wasn't, and I
worth the journey,” said Emma
had to back track and I lost over two
Harrison. “85 miles, but it was worth
it,” added Dan Sutcliffe.
The day's weather had cleared up
and it turned out sunny after the
horrendous weather that Yorkshire
had been having recently! The start
Immingham © David Wright geograph

As can be seen below.
He took a longer route from 6 to 7
losing 30 seconds on the fastest time. “
I should have gone round the top of
the shopping centre then south to
control 8,” he said.
“Dozily I did it in the reverse direction
and lost another minute!” he
continued, he was “brain dead,
deciding to go north past assembley

and the finish to get to control 10,
completely missing the shorter route
to the southwest.” Guy lost another 90
seconds there. From then on
Guy made some small, yet costly
mistakes, “ I did an extra left , started
looking for an extra footpath, didn't
notice a kite on a lampost and ran past
it! Another time loss of 2 minutes 30
seconds!”
Guy then had a resonable run for
the rest of the course.
Click to see Guy’s route gadget.
.

“...certainly worth the
journey…enjoyable…”
minutes!”
The next few controls Guy tackled
with ease, but he felt he should have
gone round the edge of the busy
carpark, instead of trying to cross it
weaving between the parked and
moving cars!

was on some rough grassland with
one starter off every minute. The
gusty wind coming off the North Sea
made the start area feel fresh and
wholesome. There weren’t a huge
number of competitors; 70 finishers,
with 10 from EPOC, but enough competition in most age classes. The
courses were deemed to be
interesting, enjoyable and well

Kennedy Way Shopping centre Immingaham © Jay Thomas geograph
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Epistle featured event-Immingham
Immingham continued

a way that they were buried within the
map so it was not as easy to get to
them as it looked on the map. The
planning required going a lot further
around a few obstacles or snickets
and they generally played tricks on
you about choosing the quickest and

Emma Harrison was equally complementary about the planning, “Courses
were well planned with route choices
and good forward planning required
to choose the best routes.” She described one part of the area as “an
intricate estate at the end (of the
course) requiring good concentration
when you were most tired to pick out
the best routes and avoid the dead
end alleyways. This sprint type section
at the end was good, because you had
to really work out quickly which was
the best route when you were tired
from having already run nearly the
entire course. ” In the end Emma ran
8.8km for her 5.8km straight line
course showing the accuracy of the
course planners, who said to expect to
run 50% further than the stated
course length.
I asked her how she felt her run went.
“ I was pleased to win women's vets
beating a close rival by a few minutes most efficient route? For example see
and reviewing the map afterwards I
control No 3 (above) is what I called
mostly took the best route choices.”
"buried" on the map”

This section of map shows where
Emma had to concentrate to get
round a lot of un-crossable fences/
OOB areas etc
Dan Sutcliffe really enjoyed the event,
he arrived 20mins before his scheduled time and was able to nip in a little
earlier than official start time. The
starter made a comment to him saying, “Oh your doing the A course?
We've only had one other person do
that today so far"
Daniel thought, “Oh I’m going to either
be first or last if no one else turns up!”
Daniel's race went really well for him.
Why was that I asked,? “I noticed early
on that the controls where set in such

Arabella Woodrow was another
EPOC member who made the long
journey to the Lincolnshire port.
Having spent the summer at plenty of
MapRunF, but 6 weeks off from running due to a holiday and quarantine,
Arabella was champing at the bit for

more orienteering. Fortunately she
didn’t have to wait long as HALO had
put on a ‘real’ urban event at Immingham on the first day after her quarantine finished.
As this was the first ‘proper’ event she
had been to since lockdown, like many
others, Arabella felt distinctly rusty,
but managed to remember her dibber,
she said, “It felt strange without a
phone in my hand! It was also nice to
have a proper printed map, on waterproof paper.”
I asked Arabella how her run was, “I
ran for enjoyment without the usual
feeling of pressure to do well. I was
amazed and delighted to find that I
was first in my age group, which I really did not expect, after having not
Emma, like Guy went
done any running in the previous
across the car park.
weeks. The plus side of that was that I
gave more thought to plotting my
Daniel really appreciated how well the route as I couldn’t go flat out, so apart
map had been drawn, as well the level from a small mistake (soon spotted
of detail . He did say that the map had and rectified) I didn’t have any major
one minor error, “Yes, I personally
issues. So often in orienteering (at my
added it! There was an impassable
level, anyway), it is a case of ‘more
fence onto a playing field, how I had
haste, less speed’!”
folded the map. I had folded it that
I'll give Arabella the final words:
much a slight bit of the print had come “All in all, a lovely Sunday outing, and
off and it looked like there was an en- it didn’t even rain!”
trance onto the field, it was only until I
stopped (at the non existent gate) I
realised what I had done!”
Dan was very pleased with his result
in the end but said that he was “ very
sore the next day as myself and tarmac don't have a good relationship !”
Car Park Immingham © wikicommons
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Epistle featured event-Immingham
Daniel Sutcliffe’s course from Immingham. Click on the link for route gadget
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EPOC Results
August to November

After Guy’s well earned break
from filtering all the results, we
have some actual result in addition to our Lockdown series.
If you want to know the lockdown series’ results in detail go to
the club website. This edition’s
featured race is Immingham Urban.
Below are the other events.

EBOR Regional Event Skipwith
Common 30 Aug

Blue 6.8km 15m
6 Andy Thorpe 48.26
3 Mike Pedley 48.46
12 Matthew Tinker 58.20
21 Emma Harrison 63.41
27 Graham Lloyd 65.56
36 Richard Payne 70.17
47 Dick Spendlove 7./20
54 Helen Pedley 87.36
63 David Harridon 107.48
66 Linda Hayles 117.02
Green 5km 10m
28 Neil Croasdell 67.40
35 James Wetherill 72.23
59 Rod Shaw 114.36
Paul Jackson m5
Short Green 3.4km5m
7 Bob Page 51.04
19 Rebecca Lloyd 59.43
26 Gill Ross 62.28
32 Jackie Page 67.38
37 Maggie Shaw 76.41
For many EPOC members Skipwith
Common was the first taste of Orienteering for some time. You may remember in the last Epistle, Neil Croasdal’s
delight at finding a kite and dibber box
where it was supposed to be. This was
the case for all those at Skipwith.
Planner Steve Whitehead certainly gave
competitors challenging courses in what
he said was, “Quite a vague area in the
middle.”

Rebecca Lloyd tells us what the Short
Green was like:
“For the Covidnoid there was no need to
have worried, it was super safe and everybody in the organisation was very clear
about the rules and how to keep the competitors safe.”

of little bits of marsh and open and it was
very easy to make the map fit.
“After stumbling around for what felt like
hours but was about 5mins, I caught sight
of the kite or at least I hoped it was mine! It
was, relief. I took a bearing to 7 and stuck
to it, hitting the control almost bang on.”
It didn’t get any easier for Rebecca number 8 was a bit tricky with lots of people
having difficulty with this one, judging
by the number of people running
around in circles.

“ I had seen the brick walls, obviously a
remnant of the airbase, so knew I was in the
right ballpark. I headed off in the direction I
thought was correct, only for a ‘chap’ I had
been next to say he didn’t think it was right,
that it was further. I stuck to my guns until I
knew I had gone too far, turned around to
head back and there it was, in behind a
screen of shrubs. I leapt into the pit and
trotted on my way.
“The remaining controls did not cause too
many problems, just my legs wondering
Rebecca felt she did a lot better than she what had hit them, and getting distracted by
thought, looking at the results she said, “I evidence of the airbases which had been
usually start looking at the bottom of the
there just a lifetime ago. I definitely need to
results and work my way up. It doesn’t
get fitter, but was pleasantly surprised by
how far up I came. A fun day out, thank you
usually take long!”
EBOR.”
She continued, “I am not the most com-

petitive orienteer, and I enjoy trots out in
the woods when it is not just bramble
bashing. Being a forest near York, that is
what we had expected. We were pleasantly
surprised.
“After an ‘interesting’ journey, with diversions through the back streets of Selby due
to road closures we eventually turned
down the correct road with about 10-15
mins to our starts. I even had enough time
to chat, socially distanced, at the start, and
chill (2 mins!).
“Time came to set off and I just had to try
and remember how to orienteer! I found
the first 5 controls without too much difficulty, maybe not taking the most direct
route, but enjoying the time somewhere
out of West Yorkshire.”
Rebecca was clearly having, a good run,
that was until she got to control number
6.
“I thought I had seen it through the trees, I
hadn’t and then lost precise contact with
the map. The trouble was there were lots
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Linda Hayles at the start.
(Top of page) Black sheep/goats in the
NNR Skipwith Common.
(Photos EBOR)
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Orienteering Results
Here are some more results,
once again sifted through by
Guy Goodair.
Not many more in this edition,
but still some results nevertheless!
SYO Local Evening Event Lodge
Moor 16 Sep
Medium (length 4.8km, climb 60m, 18
controls)
6 Emma Harrison 37:25
10 Laura Harrison 40:06
13 Megan Harrison 42:19

BAOC Catterick NW 23 Sep
Medium 3.9km 55m
8 Judith Goodair 49:48
11 Guy Goodair 59.39
LOG UK Urban League North
Hykeham 27 Sep
MHV 3.1km 11C
5 Guy Goodair 53.35
WHV
2 Judith Goodair 75.50
CLARO Regional Hookstone Woods
27 Sep

Short Green 3.3km 85m
7 Gill Ross 50.18
11 Bob Page 52.06
16 Jackie Page 60.30
17 Jane Payne 62.05
23 Maggie Shaw 85.44
Many years ago I was asked to create a
work-pack for The Great Yorkshire
Showground’s Hookstone woods. I
drew a very crude map and permanent
course.

PFO Autumn Series Whitaker Park
Rawtenstall 19 Sep
Technical 3.9km 135m
28 Jackie Page 61.14
35 Jean Lochhead 82.46

Whitaker Park ©Wikicommons
Peak Raid 3 hour Score Win Hill &
Lose Hill 20 Sep
2 James Logue 550 pts (2:54:50)
72 Gilly Markham 370 pts (2:50:22)
163 Linda Hayles 230 pts (inc -90)
(3:8:31)
170 Neil Croasdell 210 pts (2:53:12)
SYO Regional Event Sandal Beat
Wood 20 Sep
Brown (length 5.3km, 25 controls)
17 Mike Pedley 38:53
29 Emma Harrison 48:42
38 David Harrison 58:31
Blue (length 4.3km, 23 controls)
43 Helen Pedley 54:46
Green (length 3.7km, 18 controls)
36 Robert Page 64:19
37 Jackie Page 64:56
38 Guy Goodair 67:19
40 Rod Shaw 68:30
42 Judith Goodair 75:44
Very Short Green (length 2.6km, 15
controls)
1 Gill Ross 38:52
6 Margaret Shaw 56:14
11 Philip Thompson 83:21

Blue 5.8km 155m
8 Daniel Sutcliffe 45.49
20 EmmaHarrison 50.29
26 Richard Payne 52.32
56 David Harrison 66.25
64 Linda Hayles 85.25
65 Rod Shaw 98.32
Green 4.2km 90m
36 Jean Lochhead 57.54
39 James Wetherill 58.48
44 Neil Croasdell 68.48

Hookstone Woods—Claro
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I asked Rod Shaw how he’d got on
"I'd been to Hookstone before but
now they said the map had been extended so I had to do the longest
course.” The area now covers all the
Yorkshire Show car parking areas and
fields, as well as the surrounding
woods. Above is the blue course that
Rod entered.
The map has four separate woods
with runnable (for some) grassland
between them. The courses were well
planned with many cross-overs. The
four woods were all different in
character, all fairly runnable. The last
control gave Rod most problem, there
were many small paths some mapped,
some not in the northerly of the four
woods. As is Rod’s way, he told me, “I
got my money's worth taking 98
minutes on the blue course. Still with
corona virus it's great to get out!”
Not bad for an M80!
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EPOC Events
Round up cont...
SYO Saturday Series Norfolk Park
3 October
Blue
14 Laura Harrison 45.24
22 Megan Harrison 54.25
28 Linda Hayles 78.06
Green
24 Neil Croasdell 45.23
30 Jackie Page 57.31
31 Judith Goodair 60.35
32 Jean Lochhead 62.20
Guy Goodair m9
Bob Page m5 to 13
Light Green
19 Cynthia Thewlis 72.03

Calling all statisticians.
Is there any one out there who can drill down some statistics?
During our lockdown series it is clear that we are attracting a wide range of
folk, both from within EPOC and from our local area and from further
afield.
So if you are up for it we need a statistician to look at the following:
How many folk have run at each MapRun event?
How many people have done all the courses?
How many folk are non club members? Of these who are from other O
clubs?
What are the demographics? Men, Women, age classes.
Which events have attracted more people? “Proper” mapped events, OOM
mapped events? Rural? Urban? Cross country, Score.
So if you have the time and the inclination please get in touch with either
the editor or MapRun coordinator Richard Payne.

MapRunF/G Notes.
For the next series of MapRun events planners have been asked to provide
a beginners’ course. So the new series of events will follow the following
format
A short Beginners course (Yellow) This is technically easy and not longer
than 2.0 km

Norfolk Park ©Stephen Craven geograph
LOG EMUL Woodhall Spa 1 Nov
MUV 4.2km 5m
4 Richard Payne 40.10
WUV 3.3km 5m
4 Jane Payne 46.47
MHV 3.3km 5m
3 Guy Goodair 48.42
WHV 3.3km 5m
2 Judith Goodair 45.05

A short difficult course (Short Green) This is technically difficult, not easy in
suburban areas about 3.0 km
A medium length technically difficult course ( Green) 4.0 to 4.5 km
A long technically difficult course (Blue) not more than 6.0 km.
If there is a lot of climb then courses will be shortened.
Courses will be made as different as possible so people can do say the long
on one day and the Medium and/or short on another day.
The maps will continue to be on 1:7500 scale and on A4 paper.
A few legs on the MUV course at
Woodhall Spa. From 10 to 11 would you
choose the green route or the red route?
The red route allows for a much smoother flow, whereas the green is about 20 to
30 metres shorter.
The route from 12 to 13 in Green is definitely longer, but again allows flow to 14,
red saves 20 or so metres. Again the
green route from 14 to 15 allows for
flow, whereas red does not. Here though
in terms of distance there really is nothing to choose between the lengths.
So when the distances are so small is it
better to flow with more distance, or
keep the distance to a minimum?

November 2020 to January 2021
November—February
2020/1 issue 262
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Epistle
Lockdown Series
Round Up,

EPOC CALDER GROVE
(WAKEFIELD) 25 to 28 AUGUST
Megan Harrison took on the role of
planner for this event using OOMap
in Psuedo O mode..
Megan’s courses providing a suburban mix of streets an footpaths.

Sowerby Bridge
30 Aug - 4 Sept 2020

Richard gave us some physically
tough courses, the delights of going
up around the Tuel Lane area been
one of the high/low-lights depending
On August Bank Holiday Monday
on your point of view. At least we didquite a lot of EPOC folk descended on n’t go up towards Norland, that might
Sowerby Bridge Canal Basin.
even be a hill too far!
Many locals where quizzical about
what was going on. Why were
people running around the town
with there phones in hand. How
can there be a race in lockdown?
When the sport was explained
some of the members of the public (MOPs) thought the concept of
providing something competitive
in the current circumstances was
a good idea for people’s mental
health.
One MoP asked where they could
find out information about the
event. That was provided. If you
are reading this, welcome!

...the delight of
going up the
Tuel Lane area...
The above leg shows Brian Parkinson’s route in red and Emma Harrison’s in blue. When they went under the motorway this is the view
they saw.

Slaithwaite 12 - 17 Sept
Planner Keith Sykes’ first MapRun
event was at Scammonden, and taking on board what he
learnt there, he applied to
Slaithwate. Making sure
there were at least two
route choices at most controls. Looking at route
gadget Keith said, “ It looks
like all possible route
choices were made.”

Keith analysed the routes
taken, and was keen to
point out that local
knowledge can always make a difference, “On the Long I had not expected
Emma took the pavement route,
so many to choose the paths to the
straight on, whereas Brian went up
south side of the reservoir from 8 to 9,
the steps and across the field. Paveas with my local knowledge I knew that
ment might be faster, but on this
they were steep in places and had stiles
occasion Brian was faster by 14 secto slow progress. Some even came off
onds! Route gadget now gives you
the first path (allowed as it was not on
the option to highlight a route and
farmland) to cross directly through the
see how long you took.
November 2020 to January 2021
November—February
2020/1 issue 262

Above is the leg Graham Lloyd took
up to the recreation ground. “Man
that was steep!” he was heard to mutter afterwards.
wood and ford the stream. The longer
flat route back across the dam and
along the north side of the reservoir
appears to have been the quicker. “

Keith was pleased with the feedback
from competitors and hoped, “You enjoyed visiting parts of Slaithwaite that
the “tourists” fail to see”
Keith even went on to get his best run
at his own event!
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Epistle
Lockdown Series 3
continued…

Halifax South
26 Sept - 1 October .
Gilly Markham came up with some
tricky courses. With a myriad of snickets, back alleys, and Manor Heath Park
runners were given yet another feast of
exceptionally good street orienteering!
With 60 entrants, as opposed to actual
people, participation was a very good
for this event, especially in light of increases in Covid infections locally...
Below is Gilly and Simon Martland’s
route through the intricate “Saints”
streets. Simon in red and Gilly in blue.
there are some places where the trace
doesn’t quite match the paths and
streets , Simon was very quick round
these streets. Fish and Chips after was
also an added incentive.

Jackie provided some tricky courses .
In a very compact area. Below is the
medium course, which whilst looking
relatively easy, trying to get a flow
could have added much more distance than needed.

Skelmanthorpe
10 Oct -15 Oct

The next venue was the birthplace
of the current Dr Who. Locally
known as Shat. So you’re either a
Shat lass or a Shat lad.
Skelmanthorpe has a few snickets
which enabled Guy to try and give
participants a few route choices.
Guy apologised to anyone who decided to come on Sunday. Due to
the football match, it meant the car

“You can see who is fit
uphill and who is not..”

Unfortunately several people had to
be disqualified in relation to fairness.
Quite a few competitors went across
the sports fields between controls 3
and 4 on the medium and long courses.
This meant they crossed an olive area
which in orienteering is not allowed.
This was unfair to those who took the
longer route around. It is accepted
that these maps are not 100% accurate but the orienteering laws should
be followed, which means no crossing
olive areas or uncrossable walls/
fences even if they are actually crossable. Below is a description.
Here is
one possible illegal
route. The
arrows
point to
the olive
crossed.

HONLEY VILLAGE
3- 8 October
Honley Village is
mentioned in the Domesday Book. The
old stocks can be found in St. Mary’s
Churchyard and all courses visited the
old water trough which dates back to
the 1700s. Could this become a theme
for a series of events, called “The
Domesday events?”
Honley Village centre © Vellela Wiki

park was full and the adjacent
streets very busy with parked cars.
Runners on the Medium and Long
courses had an issue that Guy was
also sorry about. The route through
the industrial units (from or to Control 43 (3rd on Medium and 10th on
Long) had a locked gate, not much
of a problem on Medium, they just
Skelmanthorpe industry© J Thomas

had to modify their route choice
but a big disadvantage if folk had
run up through the units on the
Long course to find the locked gate.
Guy said, “ I’ve been visiting a factory on that estate on a regular basis
for over 20 years and have never
seen that gate locked before.”

The red
and blue
traces
show the
legitimate
routes
that
should
have been
taken.

November 2020 to January 2021
November—February
2020/1 issue 262
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Epistle
Luddenden Valley South
17 Oct- 22 Oct

STORTHES HALL - EVENT DETAILS
24th Oct –29th Oct

Originally, Graham Lloyd wanted to do
three cross country courses, using the
streets and public rights of way. However, he found they were really very boring and no more difficult than a Yellow
course at different distances! So, he
decided to do a score event. He said, “I
know some traditionalists hate score
events, but I know that many of our
newcomers like them. They are also, in
an area like Luddenden, very cerebral. “

Half term week saw the event moving
bqck to a “proper” orienteering map.
Jean planned a short less technically
difficult course with obvious features
near the control sites such as paths and
streams. The medium and long courses
were planned at the Technical difficulty
level you would expect in a “normal
times” Orienteering Event.

These courses were all about decisions,
right from the outset. Do you go clockwise or anti clockwise?
Luddenden village below © itwicky Wkipedia

Flanshaw
30 Oct - 5 Nov
Back to Wakefield. For the next event
in the place that one national newspaper dubbed the estate that looks like a
smiley face. Not that runners could
see that as they ran through the crescent.
Here is a couple of routes taken on
the short course 37 to 38.

Jean said, “Knolls, Cairns and Bike Jumps
are all similar features – a lump on the
ground! Usually with stones.”
She went on to say that, “All Controls
had been checked for Beeps but were
sometimes slow to register due to
dense tree cover. “
Entrants were told if they were
convinced they were in the correct
place to move on and correct it
later. Competitors were also
warned that with the recent rain
some impromptu streams and
some paths had appeared.

Looking at Route Gadget quite a few
runners nipped down to the river and
then came back up to go clockwise. I
asked Graham which route was best, “ I
have no idea, but I think it was anti
clock– wise .”

Below is one of Alison Doyle’s
legs, she came in from the east
and left out of the north west corner.

“ I deliberately made some clusters of
controls, some
very close to
each other to
tempt runners
up the valley. I
also had to put Below Storthes Hall perimeter path.
some in the
Midgey,
Midgley Maze
as it’s such an
unusual
place.”
Duncan Cannon found the
steps in the
middle of the village somewhat tricky.
“Yes I never got it to bleep in the same
place twice!” Graham said.
Feedback about the score format was
very positive.

© Stephen Armstrong geograph
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45 entrants made it across to Flanshaw. Gill Ross got the best of the area, with lots of snickets and crescents.
Looking at Route Gadget she certainly
challenged the orienteers to choose
fast quick routes.

Above is the smiley face.!
Did the estate planners have a
sense of humour or was it just
happenstance?
Perhaps if you went to Google
Earth you might find that the locals
have added eyes and a tongue. Or
maybe not.
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Epistle
Norland Moor
7th Nov— 13th Nov
With a remarkable change in the weather, from rain and wind to stillness and
fog! Well at least for the first half of the
week at least.
It seemed that the fog might have upset
the GPS on our phones, as the control
Dick Spendlove placed on the edge of
the pond appeared for most in the pond!
Norland in the fog was like orienteering
in a thick forest. So much so that even
Dick said, “ I got totally disoriented in the
fog when going to the pond and lost
about 10 minutes!”
His excuse despite knowing the moor
like the back of his hand? “I thought I
knew where I was going!”
Some of the Calder Valley orienteers are
taking part in the South Pennine Trig

features. “I went to Norland Moor today
and tried Jonathan's training exercise.
Avoiding paths as instructed, I splodged
through heather, bilberry, bogs, boulders and brambles. My legs now have
more line features than the map! Does
Jonathan cover the cost of antiseptic
cream and plasters?” By all accounts
(well only Gilly’s) she still enjoyed it !

Slaithwaite - Line - Continuous map
contact. Thumbing
Frickley - Compass and Pacing - Accurate distance and direction judgement
Halifax South - WIndow and Corridor Only using the detail you need
Honley - Attack Points - Choosing
simple features near to a control to navigate slowly from to the control
Skelmanthorpe - Map Memory - Simplifying navigation using big obvious
features
Luddenden Valley - Route Choice Which option is fastest and why?

Not Gilly’s legs, just a tribute

MapRun Training Events
Jonathan Emberton talks us through.
Following the success of our first two
series of virtual events, Richard, James,
David and I discussed ideas that could
One of the route choices in Luddenden.
see the concept of weekly, local oriGoing east to west the north route
enteering develop further. With an eye
went up a steep cobbled lane, the
on helping those newly involved in
south slowly contoured up. Timewise
they were roughly the same in both
“...I intend to continue
directions! If going east to west the
providing a training event
south route meant you didn’t have to
each time…”
recover as much, so overall was quicker.

challenge, so it was great for some of
them to “get” Norland Moor whilst orienteering. Good job it wasn’t Gilly, as
she might not have appreciated Jonathon’s appearance.
Left to right, Julie , Jonathon and Louise

orienteering to build their technical
skills as well as giving more experienced competitors the opportunity to
sharpen skills I offered to add a focused training activity to each event.
The separate training maps are available to download alongside the main
event courses and I have written a
brief commentary to describe how to
approach each activity and what you
might gain from doing it.
With the third series continuing to December and a fourth planned into the
new year, I intend to continue planning
a training activity for each event. Don’t
forget, each of the previous MapRun
events is still ‘live’ so you can go back
and try any of them at any time. Use
this link to the MapRun event archive
page.
https://www.eastpennineoc.org.uk/
maprunpage.php

Storthes Hall - Control Picking Smooth flow between controls. Big
direction changes
Flanshaw - Traffic LIghts Pace Control
- When to run fast and when to slow
down to navigate more accurately
Norland Moor - Contour, Rock and
Water only Map - Navigate without
using line features.
Marsden - Relocation - Finding where
you are when it goes wrong
If you have any feedback on the training so far, ideas for future activities or
advice on orienteering technique,
please contact me 07792900971 jonathanemberton@gmail.com
Add comments or questions to the
Facebook or Instagram feeds.

Gilly Markham decided to try the training event, which was to avoid using line

November 2020 to January 2021
November—February
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Yorkshire Superleague
23rd Feb 20

AIRE – Harden Moor (Regional) Event Points

1 Mar 20

SYO – Burbage (National) Event Points

8 Mar 20

EBOR YHOA MD Champs – Heator Rigg Event Points

29 Mar 20

CLARO – Guisecliff (Regional) - Cancelled

26 Apr 20

HALO – Houghton Moor (Regional)- Cancelled

31 May 20

EPOC -YHOA Champs Elland (Regional) Cancelled

30 Aug 20

EBOR White Rose Day 2 –Gilling (National)- Cancelled

13 Sep 20

AIRE Dales Weekend – Consitone South –Cancelled

20 Sep 20

SYO – Sandall Beat -No Points

The Supeleague did have three
events until lockdown.
http://www.yhoa.org.uk/wp-content/
uploads/2020/03/E3-League.pdf
EPOC did quite well if the three events
count. Dan Sutcliffe 2nd in M21, David
Harrison 2nd in M45, returnee James
Wetherill 4th on M 50 with Andy
Thorpe in 2nd. Richards Spendlove
and Payne 1st and 2nd respectively on
M70. With Paul Jackson and Roy Lindsell in the top spots in M75. In M80
Rod Shaw is in 3rd. In the women
Laura Harrison is 1st in W20, Julie
Couch in 1st in W65 and pretty much
all of all of W 70 is EPOC, with Jean
Lochead, Gill Ross & Jackie Page at 1st,
2nd and 4th respectively

Yorkshire Urban league
This is
one competition
that
looks
pretty much scuppered
by the Covid pandemic.
Hopefully next year?

CLARO Jennyfields, Harrogate

24-May

EBOR-York

25-May

HALO -Thirsk

14-June

EBOR—Burnholme & Heworth, York

28-June

AIRE-Haworth & Penistone Hill Sprint

04-July

AIRE-Guiseley

05-July

SYO-Sheffield Sprint

11-July

SYO-Sheffield
EPOC—Golcar & Leymoor
EPOC-Pontefract

12-July
18-July
19-July

HALO-Immingham To Be Confirmed

25-Oct

AIRE Morley– To be confirmed

15-Nov

UKUL 13

UKUL 20

Yorkshire Night league 2020-2021

Watch this space

http://www.yhoa.org.uk/yhoa-night-league/
November 2020 to January 2021
November—February
2020/1 issue 262
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Epistle
British Orienteering Ranking Scores
Position
1 (115)
2 (156)
3 (234)
4 (301)
5 (320)
6 (392)
7 (422)
8 (636)
9 (667)
10 (677)
11 (769)
12 (877)
13 (878)
14 (944)
15 (983)
16 (997)
17 (1110)
18 (1212)
19 (1289)
20 (1343)
21 (1506)
22 (1539)
23 (1554)
24 (1623)
25 (1985)
26 (2020)
27 (2194)
28 (2239)
29 (2317)
30 (2329)
31 (2437)
32 (2555)
33 (2586)
34 (2679)
35 (2681)
36 (2688)
37 (2738)
38 (2771)
39 (2798)
40 (2820)
41 (2839)
42 (2890)
43 (2929)
44 (3081)
45 (3097)
46 (3101)
47 (3147)
48 (3164)
49 (3166)
50 (3175)
51 (3296)
52 (3303)

Prior
1 (115 0)
2 (156 0)
3 (234 0)
4 (301 0)
5 (320 0)
6 (392 0)
7 (422 0)
8 (636 0)
9 (667 0)
10 (677 0)
11 (769 0)
12 (877 0)
13 (878 0)
14 (944 0)
15 (983 0)
16 (997 0)
17 (1110 0)
18 (1212 0)
19 (1289 0)
20 (1343 0)
21 (1507)
22 (1540)
23 (1555)
24 (1624)
25 (1986)
26 (2021)
27 (2195)
28 (2240)
29 (2318)
30 (2330)
31 (2438)
32 (2556)
33 (2587)
34 (2680)
35 (2682)
36 (2689)
37 (2739)
38 (2772)
39 (2799)
40 (2821)
41 (2840)
42 (2891)
43 (2930)
44 (3083)
45 (3099)
46 (3103)
47 (3149)
48 (3166)
49 (3168)
50 (3177)
51 (3298)
52 (3305)

Name
James Logue
Simon Martland
Andy Thorpe
Jonathan Emberton
Simon Bourne
Phil Scarf
Mike Pedley
Daniel Sutcliffe
Emma Harrison
Matthew Tinker
Lindsay McMillan
Graham Lloyd
Laura Harrison
Adam Thorpe
David Averill
Richard Payne
Sarah Pedley
Jackie Scarf
Megan Harrison
Richard Spendlove
Ian Couch
David Harrison
Julie Couch
Julian Green
Helen Pedley
Paul Jackson
Keith Sykes
Helen Martland
Roy Lindsell
Stephen Warner
Brian Mellor
Arabella Woodrow
Neil Croasdell
Linda Hayles
Rod Shaw
Viv Barraclough
Jean Lochhead
Gill Ross
James Wetherill
Mathew Averill
Judith Goodair
Guy Goodair
Jackie Page
Sue Levinson
William Barraclough
Rebecca Lloyd
Joanna Emberton
Jane Payne
Michael Wood
Mike Thorpe
Philip Thompson
Fred Ross

Gender
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
M
M
F
F
F
M
M
M
F
M
F
M
M
F
M
M
M
F
M
F
M
F
F
F
M
M
F
M
F
F
M
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
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Total
7911
7813
7680
7579
7556
7478
7445
7233
7202
7195
7107
7033
7032
6982
6954
6943
6854
6775
6711
6671
6555
6531
6519
6470
6205
6177
6035
5995
5909
5894
5801
5676
5641
5536
5535
5528
5460
5409
5367
5337
5309
5243
5175
4928
4918
4912
4834
4794
4791
4771
4416
4394

Event scores to count
1326, 1328, 1308, 1305, 1336
1312, 1315, 1299, 1294, 1295, 1298
1312, 1315, 1299, 1294, 1295, 1298
1262, 1280, 1256, 1265, 1258, 1258
1230, 1254, 1273, 1265, 1247, 1287
1244, 1247, 1254, 1236, 1253, 1244
1235, 1249, 1237, 1243, 1236, 1245
1186, 1189, 1233, 1202, 1209, 1214
1185, 1183, 1211, 1193, 1189, 1241
1190, 1217, 1199, 1202, 1191, 1196
1153, 1235, 1172, 1208, 1158, 1181
1204, 1147, 1163, 1155, 1167, 1197
1157, 1166, 1170, 1181, 1182, 1176
1207, 1213, 1101, 1127, 1124, 1210
1154, 1154, 1168, 1154, 1170, 1154
1161, 1167, 1163, 1150, 1145, 1157
1141, 1133, 1164, 1138, 1132, 1146
1209, 1119, 1200, 1087, 1077, 1083
1120, 1116, 1112, 1116, 1110, 1137
1105, 1114, 1140, 1104, 1112, 1096
1096, 1100, 1087, 1084, 1096, 1092
1104, 1092, 1100, 1079, 1086, 1070
1090, 1112, 1077, 1077, 1082, 1081
1096, 993, 1113, 1092, 1124, 1052
1023, 1041, 1031, 1029, 1049, 1032
1075, 1022, 1027, 998, 999, 1056
988, 1013, 963, 971, 1041, 1059
983, 999, 994, 1000, 1023, 996
976, 1004, 968, 982, 1000, 979
1012, 942, 996, 983, 1001, 960
952, 935, 969, 951, 1013, 981
932, 972, 935, 959, 944, 934
932, 934, 954, 911, 935, 975
918, 936, 899, 904, 966, 913
918, 919, 937, 902, 936, 923
1034, 1123, 1101, 1078, 1192
922, 898, 919, 923, 903, 895
912, 893, 893, 910, 901, 900
927, 892, 880, 882, 945, 841
996, 1042, 1107, 1072, 1120
855, 906, 904, 861, 915, 868
858, 896, 878, 861, 859, 891
853, 868, 859, 903, 847, 845
811, 805, 837, 775, 837, 863
1202, 1229, 1263, 1224
859, 806, 814, 857, 771, 805
769, 820, 763, 945, 775, 762
824, 784, 826, 803, 772, 785
737, 803, 888, 786, 844, 733
815, 794, 868, 815, 748, 731
743, 789, 740, 676, 765, 703
722, 746, 750, 715, 745, 716
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British Orienteering Ranking Scores
Current
53 (3387)
54 (3719)
55 (3849)
56 (3852)
57 (3948)
58 (3987)
59 (4024)
60 (4081)
61 (4213)
62 (4280)
63 (4296)
64 (4375)
65 (4573)
66 (4866)
67 (4923)
68 (5089)
69 (5332)

Prior
53 (3389)
54 (3721)
55 (3851)
56 (3854)
57 (3950)
58 (3989)
59 (4026)
60 (4083)
61 (4215)
62 (4282)
63 (4298)
64 (4378)
65 (4577)
66 (4870)
67 (4927)
68 (5093)
69 (5336)

Name
Gender
Margaret Shaw
F
Robert Page
M
Leah Stuart
F
Richard Stuart
M
John Elliott
M
Joy Mellor
F
Bob Steeper
M
Juliet Morgan
F
Pat Aspinall
F
David Morgan
M
Gillian Markham
F
Bryan Parkinson
M
James Williams
M
Jane Hodgson
F
Martyn Hodgson
M
William Martland
M
Kyne Bordon
F

Here are the British Orienteering rankings for
November With the very few events since
the last epistle positions have not changed in
terms of EPOC’s actual rankings.
The numbers in brackets after you club position is where you rank in the whole country.
This is where there have been some changes.
With the lack of events there has been no
change to these rankings since the last Epistle. I have put in another column, to show
what your position was in the prior rankings. .
Hopefully all the hyper links have been copied
across this month.
Also if you go to this link you can play with
the rankings list. Select EPOC from the drop
down menu and click filter. If you hover over
the event it tells what event that was.
https://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/
rankings+&cd=1&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=uk

Total
4218
3292
2997
2987
2706
2578
2488
2375
2147
2025
1999
1868
1298
1044
1005
889
593

Event scores to count
688, 659, 690, 662, 696, 823
456, 766, 672, 695, 703
816, 1073, 1108
813, 1112, 1062
913, 881, 912
502, 556, 445, 564, 511
859, 782, 847
808, 796, 771
537, 590, 534, 486
620, 692, 713
1000, 999
862, 1006
1298
1044
1005
889
593

As Lockdown 1 restrictions
eased, a Pennine Runner decided
to visit all the Trig points on the
South Pennine OL21 Leisure
Map. He managed to secure all
of them in a month!
This Lockdown, a group navigating runners set up a group,
with the challenge of visiting all
the Trig points in the four week
lockdown. Only travelling for
essential exercise. It’s a super
giant score event!
Here are some of the Trig Posts
in the Calder Valley.

Above Sheeptones to
Stoodley Pike
Left, Blackstone Edge to
Stoodley Pike

Helping at an
EPOC event?
Don’t forget you can have
half price entry to any
EPOC event when you
help out at an event in
some way. If you need to
pre-enter an event the
discount code is available
from the event organiser
to claim a helper discount!

November 2020 to January 2021
November—February
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Epistle– Fixtures
The events listed here are from the BOF Event Diary in a
150 mile radius of EPOC centre (Mirfield!). It does not
include EPOC MapRun events. All fixtures listed below
are subject to Government COVID 19 restrictions and
you must check with the organisng club regarding safety protocols, pre-entry and if the event is going ahead.

Date

Event Name

Events highlighted in Green are Regional events. Those in Yellow
are National events. Those in Blue are EPOC non MapRun
events. Non highlighted events are ‘local’ events or activities.
Almost certainly all events are likely to be pre entry, with the
bigger events filling up fast. EPOC MapRun events are not listed
here, but are on page 14, or on the website here or here.

Level

Club

Venue

Town Near

Grid Ref.

Sat 05/12/20

NWNL Nick o'Pendle

Local

PFO

Nick o'Pendle

Clitheroe

Sat 05/12/20

Night Urban Series

Activity

LOC

Ambleside Car park

Ambleside

Sun 06/12/20

Nick o'Pendle

Regional

PFO

Nick o'Pendle

Clitheroe

SD771385

Sun 06/12/20

BL 50th Birthday Event

Local

BL

Chances Park, Carlisle

Carlisle

NY382550

Thu 10/12/20

Brimington, MapRun

Activity

DVO

Thistle Park

Chesterfield

Sat 12/12/20

SELOC Salford parks (1)

Local

SELOC

Worsley Woods

Salford

Sat 12/12/20

Night Urban Series

Activity

LOC

Ingleton Main Car Park

Ingleton

Sun 13/12/20

Colour coded

Local

WCOC

Threlkeld Knotts

Keswick

NY326245

Wed 16/12/20

Night Score League. Final

Local

AIRE

Chapel Allerton

Leeds

SE307374

Sat 19/12/20

PFO Autumn Series Extra

Local

PFO

Marl Pits Leisure Centre

Rawtenstall

SD820229

Sat 19/12/20

YHOA Night League

Regional

CLARO

Conyngham Hall

Knaresborough

SE344571

Sun 20/12/20

Sprint Races

Regional

CLOK

Coatham Dunes

Redcar

NZ587254

Tue 29/12/20

SELOC - Salford parks (2)

Local

SELOC

Blackleach Country Park

Salford

SD738037

Sun 03/01/21

EM Urban League 2021

Regional

DVO

Melbourne

Melbourne

SK377250

Wed 06/01/21

Winter Night Score 1

Local

AIRE

Wigton Moor

Leeds

SE315400

Sat 09/01/21

SELOC Salford parks (3)

Local

SELOC

Clifton Country Park

Salford

SD771041

Sun 10/01/21

YHOA Urban Event

Regional

AIRE

Morley

Morley

SE261277

Wed 13/01/21

Winter Night Score 2

Local

AIRE

Adel Woods

Leeds

SE285401

Sat 16/01/21

Penrith Beacon

Regional

BL

Penrith Beacon

Penrith

NY516317

Wed 20/01/21

Winter Night Score 3

Local

AIRE

Nunroyd Park

Guiseley

Wed 27/01/21

Winter Night Score 4

Local

AIRE

Golden Acre Park

Bramhope

SE266417

Sun 31/01/21

Middle Distance & YBT

Regional

DEE

Thurstaston Common

Hoylake

SJ246858

Sun 14/02/21

Prudhoe Urban

Local

NATO

Prudhoe

Prudhoe

NZ086634

Sat 20/02/21

British Night Chams)

Major

NGOC

Cleeve Hill

Cheltenham

SO989271

Sat 20/02/21

Hackthorpe New Wood

Local

BL

Hackthorpe New Wood

Penrith

NY539233

Sat 27/02/21

Aughertree Fell

Local

BL

Aughertree Fell near Uldale

Caldbeck

NY261373

Sun 28/02/21

Copeland Chase

Local

WCOC

Uldale Fells

Wigton

NY285371

Sat 13/03/21

Talkin Tarn

Local

BL

Talkin Tarn

Brampton

NY545590

Sun 14/03/21

Regional Event

Regional

NATO

Dukes House

Hexham

NY946636
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SD771385

SD747015
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Ben Nevis and another story
Helping at an
EPOC event?
Don’t forget you can have
half price entry to any
EPOC event when you
help out at an event in
some way. If you need to
pre-enter an event the
discount code is available
from the event organiser
to claim a helper discount!

© wiki
The above is a photo
from one of the first ever
Ben Nevis race, not the
one that Guy took part in.
It is from the early 1900s.
Not a cagoule or whistle
in sight. Also note the
footwear, hobnail boots
not an Inov8 or Walsh to
be seen! Surprising to see
a couple sporting capri
pants! A few seem to be
carrying some kind of
stick, nor sure if that is to
beat your opponents out
of the way, or for support. The lad on the right
must be from West Yorkshitre as he’s not going
up t’hill bah tat!
On the left hand side is
the starter sporting a
shotgun. It looks as if
more spectators turned
out than runners.

that they got fed and watered up there before
they turned around and
headed back to Glen Nevis.
In 2018 Victoria Wilkinson
set a new women’s record. It took her 1 hour and
43 minutes for the nine
mile race, cutting 24 seconds off the record which
had stood for 34 years.
Needless to say a few
drams may have been
sunk.
In 1955 Kathleen Connochie took part in the
race when she was just
16! She was trained by
local butcher Duncan
MacIntyre. Duncan had
previously won the race.
He also lost an eye playing shinty.

She was the first woman
When they ran to the top to compete in the race.
the old observatory was
If a person completes 21
still there. It is alleged
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races they will receive a
Connochie Silver Plaque.
Like many organisations
this year the race was
cancelled.
The earliest recorded
timed run up the Ben was
in 1895. William Swan
went up and down in 2
hours and 41 minutes.
The modern day race
didn’t really get under
way until 1937.
The men’s record stands
at 1 hours and 43 minutes.
If you like the sound of
this then if the Covid
pandemic has eased up
enough then the Scottish
Six Days intends to be
held in Lochaber between 1st and 7th August.
It is likely that Fort William will be the event
centre . Just make sure
you pack plenty of midge
repellent!

This story is not for the
squeamish. The names have
been changed to protect the
names of those concerned.
It may have been a Scottish
six days, or a White Rose.
Out ‘hero’, lets call him Bill.
Bill had come back from his
run. He was thirsty and always enjoyed a drink of milk
after a run.
His children all enjoyed Jelly
Babies and Wine Gums. They
were bags of these all over
the tent.
Spying the glass bottle of milk
in the corner of the tent Bill
decided to quaff the milk
straight from the bottle.
As he gulped it down, he suddenly felt something, ”Oh!” he
thought, “Have the kids put a
Jelly Baby or a Wine Gum in
the milk? Oh that tastes a bit
bitter” So Bill decided to spit it
back out.
I warned you, turns out is was
a big fat juicy slug.
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